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ABSTRACT: 

The independent quasi particle model of nuclear 

excited states has successfully been applied by previous 

authors to the N = 83 nuclei 140La and 142pr • In both these 
o 

nu:lei configuration mixing between the(1Tlg
7

/ 2Y2f7/ 2 ) and 

(U2d5/2Y2f7/2) configurations is expected to produce 14 
negative parity states with spins 0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7. 
In the case of 140La all fourteen states have been identified 

among the low lying excitations ( below 600 Kev ). In 
142pr previous research had placed 10 of the expected low 

lying states, and all of these were located below 200 kev. 
In our research, using data from 139La (ct,n) gamma

gamma coincidence, from 141pr (d,p), and 144Nd (d,q), we 

were able to suggest the locations of three new nuclear 
levels in 142pr , two of which we believe to be- the 6- cind 7-
spin states not seen by previous investigators. The results 

are encouraging because these two levels are found at 

approximately the same excitation energy as the corresponding 
states ;n 140La , d h h ~ an one opes, t erefore, that the similarity 
in level structure between these two nuclei can be explained 
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by a neutron-proton interaction common to both nuclei. 

The three new states which we are suggesting are, 

energy(kev) 

89.739(.006) 
358.11(.10) 
910.97(.30) 

spin 
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Introduction 

Attempts at determining the nature of the forces 

that give rise to the various phenomena observed in 

Nature, have often compelled physicists to investi~ate 

the structures of the systems in which these forces are 

operant. For example, by studying the movements of the 

~embers of the solar system, Newton was led to the formulation 

of toe gravitational force. 

When one considers the atomic nucleus, an immediately 

striKing feature of this system is the confinement of IIlany 

protons to incredibly small volumes. In 14~Praseodymium, 
for eXRmple, 59 nrotons are confined within a roughly 

sphcrLcal volume of radius 7.5 fmCl fIll ::: 1 ferntometer = 

10-13 em ). Since electrons do not exist within the nucleus 

as componer.ts of trle nuclear system, and since the only Known 

constituents of the nucleus are neutr~ns and protons, the 

tremendously repulsive coulomb potential associated with 

~he protons is not masKed. Thie indicates that there is another 

force, which we call the nuclear force, that bLnds the 

nJcleons into the nucleus. By scattering pr~tons off protons 

and neutrons, and by comparing mirror nuclei, it has been 

determined th~t the proton-proton, proton-neutron, and 

neutron-neutron interactions are the same, at least for 

the sinKlet ( I = U ) state. 

Since we will be discussing nuclear structure, it 

would be helpful if we fixed in our minds what we mean by 

structure. For example, the structure of the solar system 

at any Given Doment in time can De described by giving the 

locutions and velocities of all its components at that 

EloJrwnt. In short, v:e can say that tne strllctu.re of trie 

solar system at any given ill,)fllont is de;jcribed by the 

1 
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co~figuration its components assume at that moment. 

Analogously, nuclear structure can be discussed by describing 

the configurations which the nuclear components, i.e., the 

protons and neutrons, can assume. Unli~e the solar system, 
which can taKe on continuously different configurations 

( e.g., different planetary orbits ), the nucleus can only 

take on discretely different configurations. Sometimes we 

can not say exactly which configuration the nucleus is in, 
~o we assign probabilities to various possible configuartions, 

and the weighted sum of these possible configurations we 

refer to as a state. For example, suppose we have a nucleus 

of 2 pr"otons and 2 neutrons and that there are two posBiole 
configurations as diagra~~ed below 

configuration I~ 
configuration I~ 

The probability that the nucleus is in configuration 1~ is, 

say, GO%. Then the probaoility that it is in configuration 

I B) is 40~b. Let us refer to a state by " I State) ". Then 
we could say in general that 

= + 

where 
= probability that the nucleus is in configuration 

IA) 
= probability that the nucleus is in configuration 

IB! 

If either a or b hanpen to be zero, then the state is the 
same as the configuration. 

We can not observe nuclear states directly, as we 
can the "states" of the solar system. But we can infer about 

their possible configurations by observing the nucleus as 

it changes from state to state. For example, suppose we have 



two states,using the configurations above. 

/State V = ~~ = IA) 

IState 0 = G@G® = IBl 
and suppose the protons and neutrons rearrange themselves 

from configuration I A) to configuration I B) ,that is, 

the nacleus goes from IState J) to I State 2} 

I Sta te 1) ---9'. I State ~ + gamma ray 

~~ ~ e@G@ + gamma ray 

If the internal ener~y of IState ~iS greater than that of 

/State d), then trle transition between states will release 

a f~a[!uc;.a ray wh:)se enerey is equal tJ the difference in ;: 

enerGY between the states. By measuring tne gamma ray energies 

we can, at least, determine the differences in ener~y between 

various nuclear states. We can. also ootain inf:::>rmation about 

the states by measuring other properties of the gornma rays; 

e "go, do the ~~amlf1a rays r.Bve B. preferred directio:L of emission? 

~e have other ways of observinG the struct~re of the states, 

aHd these \vill be discussed in the ch&pter on the experimental 

work, chapter 4. 

It should be remembered that the confisurations are 

pr:)(luced by the interaeti::>fls between the IlUc]e~)ns. 'rhus, by 

determining the configurations we h~pe to detcr~ine the 

inter nucleon forces. 'de beli8ve that nuclei with :33 neutr::ms 

shauLl be relatively si1::ple Oecause 82 of the neutrons are 

believed to form a relatively inert core, le8vin~ only one 

neutron tc) internet with tIle pr~)tonc; in the system. In 
14':) 
~ c.::.pr we have ;'9 prot c)~u~. :;0 of -ehe se prC)t ons form a re 18 ti ve ly 

inert core, so in all, we hnve to consider only the interactions 
of the 9 protons and the ODe neutron. 

The remainder of this thesis consists ~f; chapter 1, 

in Wilich we discuss theoretical aspects of nuclear structure 
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in the N ~ 83 region, chapter 2 which discusses previous 

research on 142pr , chapter 3 which describes the coincidence 

method which is the chief experimental technique used in 

placin~ 3 newly suggested energy levels in 142pr , then 

chapter 4 which describes the experiments and the data we 

obtained from them, and finally chapter 5 in which we discuss 

the data and attempt to justify placing three new nuclear 

energy levels at 89.'l39(.006) Kev, 358.11(.10) kev, and 

910.97 (.30) Kev. We also consider in the last chapter the 

implication of the data on the structures and possible .~) 

configurations of these three energy levels. 



Chapter 1 

Brief Theoretical BacKground 

Overview: 

Theoretical aspects of the N = 83 nuclei 

are considered. The independent quasi pa~ticlp 

model is employed by Kern et al.(1967) on 

lLl.°La and is found to satisfactorily 

describe the low lying excitations. For 
lL+2 Pr the model predicts 14 low lying 

( less than about 600 Kev ) states of spins 

and parities 

5 
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The predictions of the properties of a system of 

A particles requires the solution of an A body problem. 

6 

The solution of the many-body problem is itself a formidable 

tasK, and the difficulty in solving this problem fJr a system 

of nucleons is compounded by the lacK of a quantitative 

description of the nuclear force. To maKe any theoretical 

progress in the study of nuclear systems one must ta~e recourse 

in any of several hlodels which atte.mpt to incorporate the 

experimentally observed phenomena. All of the models nave a 

limited range of nuclei to which they can Ge apolied. The 

nuclear mod~l with wnich we shall be concerned is the shell 

model, and it is with the shell illodel that we will try to 

understand the nuclear prooerties of l42praseodymiun. 
l42p . t b 1 . t d" r lS an uns a e lSO ope of Draseo yrnlum ln the 

Lanthanide series with a half-life of lj.2(.l)hrs. The 

nucleus is thought of as a system of nine protons and one 
82 132 neutron outside of the doubly magic 50Sn core. Since 

l42pr is in the region of spherical nuclei and only ten 

nucleons OUtside the inert 132Sn ~ore one feels justified 

in attempting to descrloe the nucleus in terms of the shell 

model. Because the nucleus is almost spherical one can 

attribute the major porti.on of the potential that any 

single nucleon feels to a central potential created by tue 

presence of the remaining nucleons. If the potential were 

predominantly asymmetric, the nucleus would De distorted. 

The non-central remainder of the force can then De treated 

as a perturbation on the basic central force. In this lllanner 
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one can separate the radial and angular dependencies in the 

wave function of a single particle and write for any 

eilSenstate 

r nLm = U Ln (r )Y~(e ~)X(s) 
'r 

However, there exists also a spin-orbit force proportional 

to L·s which splits the different L levels and produces the 
'" AI ' 

~aps at nucleon numbers 2,8,20,28,j0,62,l26. The magnitude 

of L is constant since L2 cOillfuutes with L's. The total 
N ,..., ,....,. -./ 

spin j has a fixed component along the z axis. Expllcitly, 
tV 

so 
222 j = L + s +2L,s 

or 

Slnce th~s interaction is ta~en as a perturbation on the 

central potential, to first order we can ~rite the contribution 

of the spin-orbit force to tne energy of an eigenstate as 

for j - L 
",.... 

for j ::: L 
.-v 'v 

+ s 
;v 

~ L~ = i , n , j , L, s I V Ls I r , n , j , L, :9 
=-~,n,j,L,s IV(r) j2-L2_s2Ir,n,j,L,~ 

2 

(vry - ~(~) no/ ( L+12) 

- s 

~L~ ::: + (V(;) OT) ( L+~) 

So the L+~ level co~es lower than the L-k level, and the 

saucing between levels is 

6 Ls "<~(:) n~ (2L + 1) 



In figure 1 the simple shell model orbitals for 

protons and neutrons is presented. The diagram is from 

Preston(1962) p.15u. , and was modified to include the 

observed reversal of the 3P312 and Ih9/2 neutron 

8 

orbitals. The level ordering is the same for protons and 

neutrons uo to Z = 50, and thereafter they are different. 

O! course,the level spacing within the proton orbitals are 

not the same as those within tne neutron orbitals because 

of the coulomb potential which the protons move in. 
142 For Pr we shall be interested in neutron levels 

above neutron numoer 82, and proton levels above proton 

nUffiber 50. As was remar~ed earlier the neutron levels are 

filled to N = 82, and the proton levels to Z = 50, and 

these 132 nucleons are assumed to form an inert core 

for low excitatlon energies of the 142pr nucleus. 

A simole shell model picture of 142pr without any 

other interactions would depict the nucleus as 

303/2 

--6--- 2[,;/2 

-----*-

= 

/1/11/1)111 
50 p 

2d)/2 

lr:>112 

/1/1111/111 
62 n 

However, we kn~w that such a s~lliole wave function is incorrect 

because the P;:'Jtons outside t!h~ core interact with one 

anotner as ~ell as with the odd neutron. One aoprJCl.Ch to 

handle the A body problem is to brea~ up the inter nucleon 



Figure 1 

Neutron and Proton Orbitals In The Simole Shell Model. 

Note the difference in level ordering for protons and 

neutrons past nucleon number 50. 
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p~tential in a multip~le exoansion. That is, for A nucleons 

at Dositi~ns rl,r~, .... rA 
/'0 ",c:. ... 

V(r. ) 
;o.Il 

or 

A 
L vO(r. r.) 
j=l l J 

j/i 

v(El-.t'2) = r vL(rlr2)PL(c~se12) 
then A L 

V(r.) ::; I=. I: vL(r.r .)PL(cose .. ) 
Nl j=l L l J lJ 

j!i 

j!i A 
+) \ vL(r.r .)PL(cose .. ) L l J lJ 

j=l L)2 

j!i 

V(~i) = VO(r i ) + quadrupole term + higher L terms. 

For a spherical n~cleus the isotr~pic potential VO(ri ) 

produces the basic (nLm) states we have been considering. 

The second term involving the P2 (cos8 .. ) reoresents the 
lJ 

quadrupole forces, which can be thought of as a pert~rbation 

in the soherical nucleus, but which is a Significant part 

of the Dotential in def~rllied nuclei. The remainin~ terms 

produce the pairin6 interaction. From Lane(1964),p.8 

we can demonstrate that all short ran~e effects of the 

p~tentlal are due to the hi~her multiooles. 

fig .1.1 fr~m 

Lane (1964) 1 



The Legendre polyn:)Inial drops from its maximum in 

angular distance ~ IlL. Thus the Darticles 1 and 2 can 

interact through component L only if 

/r l2/< R/L ,R is tne mean value of 

/£1/ and 1£21 

11 

For a long range force the L=O term is the most important. 

But, if tte force is short range the coefficients 

vL (r l r 2 ), if L larse, aust be large 

v L(r l r 2 ), if L small, must be small 

Foll~wing Lane we will see what effect short range forces have 

on states of L2. We recall that for the force to be effective ,., 
tLe particles must lie witnin its range. For t~o particles 

in orbital angular momentum states (L,m) and (L,-m) 

the state with Lt = L + L = 0 has the form 
"" J #'ttl -.J tV 

But, we Know that P (" ..... ""9 ) = L \ '-' v.") 12 
4lT 
21,+1 

L 
m 

and since PL(cos912 ) has its maximum at 8 12 = 0, both the 

wave function of the particles and tho multipoJe components 

vL(rlr2)PL(cos~12) have maxim~m values at the same place 

( 8 12 = 0). Thus, the states with ~t = ~ are most strongly 

affected by the .palrlng force. Classically, ~t = Q 
implies that the particles collide frequently, wnich just 

says that they are frequently very close. 

When one considers spin in addition 

to orbltal angular momentum, it 

turns out tnat two particle 

states of J = 0 are most strongly 
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affected. Indeed, experimentally it is observed that all 

even-even nuclei have ground state spins equal zero,suggesting 

that the nucleon interaction in the nucleus contains 

short range terms, and that these short range forces lead 

to pairing. 

We can note that for ferffiions the total wave function 

must be anti:'symrrletric. A sinc;le particle state is 

characterized by (n,j,m,t) (t ~ isospin). For spatially 

symmetric states (L is even) S :::0, T = 1 ( e.g.,two protons 

for which t ::: -~ ), tne wave function need not be zero 

at r 12 = O. But for soatlally anti symmetric states (L is odd), 

there can only be a small if not non existent effect of the 

short range force on the motion of the particles since 

That is, the force is effective 

only when the oarticles are 

close ( r12~O). But for an 

anti sym:lle tric state \f (0) = O. 

Thus, only even L states are affected by the short range 

force, and of these the state L Q is the lliOSt strongly 

affected. 

Now, if we consider a nucleus such as l4lpr , we 

could write the wave function as 

x 

ItoJt 
v 'v 

\}1 (1 '+ 1 Pr ) == :fcl.;: 

1I1111I11IIII 
~o p 

11/11111177711 
[-)2 n 

where now the orotons in the Ig~/2oroitals are paired off 
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to J = 0, and this leaves a lone proton in the 2d I' orbital. 
N l~l ) ~ 

In fact, the ground state of Pr has spin 7/2. Since 

the nucleons are fermions, the t~tal wave function must be 

anti s'ymII~e tric, and if there are A partic les any s ta te of 

the system must be described by an AxA Slater determinant. 

For example, for two particles 1 and 2, 

/J;P a. s. 
1 [ Ijam;> 1 Ijam~ 2 = 

(2} rna ~amajbmb I Jrv:) mb Ijbm~ 1 Ijbm~ 2 

The states (jm) could in turn be expanded in the central 

field eigenfunctions, It is obvious thot this 

method can lead to quite co:n[)licated and unwieldy expres::;ions. 

If one treats the problem in second quantization the 

wave functlons are automatically anti sYI'u:':-J;trized. Following 

Lane (chanter 2) we can convert the hamiltonian in 

coordinate space representation 

H = LT. 
. 1. 
1. 

+ 

into occupation nunber representation 

+ ;1'0!vIYo)a+a+a a 
~ c<l3;fr 
Kef 

vlhere d. labe Is the ::>13.rtic Ie s s to te sand (~0) labe Is pair 
+ states. 'rhe Ol)erat.):r:s Ro( and ar.(create and destroy 

a particle in state ~. For fer~i~rts the operat~rs 

the anti C~I1Huutatl~n rules below 

respectively 

must satisfy 

To reflect the fact that the pairing force is significant 

only in states of opposite magnetic quantum number we write 
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Where d.. -= (n,jmL) (nj -m L), and I GI is the strength 

of the pairing interaction. 

The aim in transforming from coordinate space to 

this new representation is to construct a set of non interacting 

quasi particles. The quasi particles are the excitations in 

the extra core nucleons. By breaKin~ a pair of protons or 

neutrons we are creating a quasi particle. In the 6round 

state of an even even nucleus all nucleons are paired off 

and thus tnere are no quasi particles present. Accordingly, 

the ground state of an even even nucleus is a quasi particle 

vacuum. According to Preston ( Ij6~ ,p.220) we can write the 

ground state of an even even nucleus with J = 0 and seniority 
/V A./ 

zero( seniority is defined as the number of unpaired nucleons) 

if extra core interactions are neglected as 

lTI01-» 
r\ 

If the pairing force is included the ground state YoiS 
I L' 0( =. n J 

tVa IT 1T (U~ lo~> + Vq lim) I ~\_n1») 
') Ot.. r"t\~C 

INhere U~-iS the probablLity that the pair state Cq' ,m) 

is eUlpty and v.~ is the probability tha t t:.:'8 oa:Lr s ta te 

(c{' ,m) is occupied., and ! 0"'- is a s to. te for which no q'/ 
nucleons of type~ are present. Lo.ne(1964) shows that 

2 
/" 

Uq :::; fz ( 1 + .E-J. - ~ ) 

V (£« - ). ) 1. + ,6.'J.' 
2 12 ( 1 Ca ~L ) Vd, = 

V( E~ -;\)~ t .111 

where 
/V 

-1ci'r~ !J. G> Y, l{i~' [:= Eq 
'"\ 

of. 



and N = ~2J\.V2 
IX. ,c{c{ 

where ~,is the number of degenerate pairs of type ct' 

i.e., if 0(' = nLj then ~,= j + Yo! 

A is the average fermi level. If ~ ~ 0 then G = 0 , 

and the system consists of independent particles so that 

15 

E.~ < A , V~, = 0 and u~ = L ~'is the single particle 

energy in the absence of the pairing force. 

The quasi particle vacuum of the even even nucleus 

is then given by 

10) = !fo ::: IT -II (~l c,~ > 't 'll c{' rn> ( ci.'- m) ) 
c<' 1">0 '1 

To create a quasi particle we must break a pair. Preston 

(p.222) defines the quasi particle (jill) as a mixture of 

a nucleon in the state (jm) and a hole in the state (j-m). 

By maKing the transformation from partic~es to quasi particles 

we can study the nuclear structure via independent pa~ticle3. 

The quasi particles are independent of one another since 

they do not act through the central field or through the 

pairing force. However, they still can interact througn the 

quadrupole force, but for a spherical nucleus this can be 

treated as a perturoation. The energy of a single quasi particle 

(~Im) is given by ( Lane, p j5) 

Eq =. I ( ~ -'A) ?. t /j 2 

where 'E = e. - /G IV2 
q ~ 

Since the quasi particles don't interact with one another, 

the nuclear energy, spectrum conslsts Qf energies 

E , 
rJ.. 

E + 
'\ 

E, 
'.)\3 

etc. 



, ! 

Whereby the creation of a quasi particle (~) simply 

means adding an excitation energy E J, to the nucleus. 

Since tne ground state of an even even nucleus 

16 

is a quasi particle vacuum, the neighboring odd nuclei 

with one unpaired nucleon can be considered to be a single 

quasi particle excitation of the even even nucleus. If the 

unpaired nuc leus is in the s ta te ('I m), the wave func tion 

of the ground state odd nucleus is 

rodd == I illY ~eye.r1 
or 

Thus, we can treat 14lpr as a single quasi particle 

excitation of the 140Ce ground state with the quasi proton 

in the 2d5/ 2 proton orbital. 

'1 d ""/;.. 
-Tt~X;( X' X i\X 19'1h 

n'1111I17 
50 p 

1~'/2 
---)i(<---- '1. d [;h 

H.-XX Xf. XX-. I ;j 7/1.. 

// / / / / / 7 J / I I 

50 P 

///1/// 
g 2 n 

If//I//// 

8 1. t\ 
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Now, if we wish to study 142pr we must drop one 

neutron into the 141pr nucleus. For the ground state and 

low lying excitations in 142pr we expect the neutron to 

occupy a state in the 2f7/2 neutron orbital. However, 

the addition of the neutron introduces another interaction, 
142 and the ground state of Pr can not be simply the one 

quasi particle excitation of the 140Ce nucleus multiplied 

by the neutron orbital 2f
7

/ 2 • The residual neutron proton 

interaction will be able to breaK proton pairs, thus 

causing quasi particle excitations. 

Using the same theoretical approach that they 

employed with 140La , Kern et al. (1968) claim that the 

low lying states of 142pr can be described by mixing the 

quasi proton 2d j / 2 with the quasi proton 197/2' That is, 

the neutron proton residual interaction nixes configurations 

so that the ground state arJ.d low lying states of 142pr 

should lOOK liKe 

---*x-- 7.d I)/~ 
~ Xx XX 19:;1 
ll/711I/1/ 

50 P 

+ 

~ 
-;-;-;-; -r/ -rl -rJ ""7-'J~/ 

8~ n 

11111//////1 

1)0 p 

c 

7/11//1/1 

That is, a quasi proton in tne state 197/2 c~n cou91e to 

the 2f 7/2 neutron, and a quasi proton in the 2d5/ d 
orbital can CaUDle with tne 2f7/2 neutron. Fron ttese 

couplings one can expect the following spins and parities 

in the low lying excitati"ons (lg~1/2,2d;/2 refer to 'luasi 
protons in these orbitals). 

~-" 
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1Tlg7/2 andY2f7 / 2 
o 

1f 2d5/ 2 and Y 2f 7 /2 

Thus there should be fourteen states in the low lying 

excitations, one of spin 0-, one of spin 7-, and 2 each of 

spins 1 to 6-. The difference between the two 3 states, 

say, should be reflected in different amplitudes of the 

crr 19~I/2' y 2f7 / 2 ) and (IT 2d;/2 ' Y2f7/ 2 ) configurations. 

Then for a given spin JM, we have in general two states, 

IJfA)lJ :; ~lJI7T2d5/2-Y2f 'I /2; J~+ 01J l1flg~l / 2 Y2L1 /2; Jt;) 

IJM 2J = 0( 2JllT2de~J2)J2f7/2 ;J}p +~2J jiTlg'I/2Y2f7/2 ;J~ 

since 

and Kern et al. choose 

Note that for spins 0-

we have [81JI~ ~2J 

I ()2J I=: «lJ 

s 
the d. posi ti ve. 

and 7-

15 0 I = 1 

1()71= 1 
cl. ° :: ° 
« 7 = 0 

142 Prior to reporting on Pr Kern et ali196~) reported 
140 l'tO. their findings on La. They analyzed La USlng the 

odd-odd quasi particle model we have been considering above. 

The theoretical detail is given by StruDle(lj6~). Kern et al. 

used theCd,p) stripping reaction Ij9La {d,p)140La to locate 
. 14·0 nuclear levels ln La, and found that an independent 

quasi particle lli~del adequately accounted for the relative 

(d,p) cross sections up to about 687 KeV excitation. At 
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approximately ~OO Kev excitation the 3P3/2 neutron orbital 

maKes a contribution to the oossiole configuratio~s, 

and at thj.S energy the IDng range neutron-proton 

quadrup8le interaction can no longer be neglected. 'llhe 

basic vector acc8rding t8 Kern et al.(1';167) at tLlS ellergy 

is 

where 
.0 quasiproton in 1JIg? /2 oriT2d5/ 2 orbital Jp 

== 

.0 quasi neutron inY2f 7/ 2 or Y3D, j"' orbital I n == :; c:.. 
p :;:: number of phonons 

R total spin of ph::mons 

J total spin of .0 and .0 
::: J p I n 

I = total nuclear spin, I ::: J + R 

Usi~g 8nly one phonon,i.e. ,DR::: 12, there are 14 oasis 

t .• '", - ( . 5-' t j.... t t . 140r vee ors Wl tIl spln ./ s pln lS He s a;e lrJ. .3-

at 711.7 KeV). So aoove 700 Kev in 140La the indeoendent 

quasi particle model is no 18nger trustworthy. On the fJl~o~ing 

page ,( Figure 2 ), are depicted some results from Kern 

et a1. ( 196'; and 1)70) and from Struble(196'1). 

, 42 
We will now t,urn our attent.lon to.1. PI' exclusively 

and see how successfully the above theoretical model 

predicts the sDins and parities of the low lying excitations 
142 , . in PI'. The oraerlng of the multiplets of a particular 

neutron-proton configurati8n will be sensitive to the 

neutron-prot8n interacti8n; f8r example,Struble(19~() 

found that a delta function force could not reproduce the 

exoerimental levels of l40La • Paraphrasing Kern et aL(l~b}); 
an investigati8n of the level structure in odd-odd nuclei 

will eive informacion 8n the neutron-proton residual 

interaction. We will discover that adding two pr8tons to 



Figure 2 

Top: Experimental Level Structure of the Low Lying States 

in l40La from the worK of Kern et al.(1967) and 

Kern et al.(1970) 

Bottom: Comparison of the Experimental and Theoretical 

Energy Levels in l40La Using a Gaussian 

. Neutron-Proton Central Interaction. Table from 

Struble(1967) 
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Figure 2 

L~w Excitati~ns in 140La 
(J-) 

o 
1 

5 
3 
7 
4 

2 

6 

4 
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1 

5 
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3 

C~mparison of Experimental and The~retical 140La Snergy 

Levels Using a Gaussian n-p Central Interaction 

J- experimental energy(Mev) the ~re tica 1 

0 0.579 0.597 
1 0.043 -0.011 
1 0.467 0.404 
2 0.031 0.120 
2 0.162 0.102 
3 0.0 0.108 
3 0·319 0.3CJ5 
4 0.063 0.053 
4 0.272 0.241 
5 0.038 0.042 
5 0·322 0.513 
6 0.104 -0.147 
6 0.049 0.043 
7 O.2d4 0.298 

mean deviation between theory and experiment is ~4 

20 

(Mev) 

,cev 
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140 La leaves the ground state and first five levels 

virtually unaffected except for inverting some level orders, 

and that the 7 level in l42pr is only 7u Kev above the 

7- level in l40La • The implication is that the neutron 

oroton residual inte~action is not significantly 

altered between these two nuclei. 



Chapter 2 

142 Previous Research on Pr 

Overview: 

The earliest worK on l42pr revolved around 

determining the half life of the ground 

state decay. In the early 1950's gamma ray 

t d · . 14lp ( 'r')lJ+2p t d s U les uSlng r n,o r were repor e 

by Kinsey et al.(19j3). In the early 

1950's Fulmer(1962), and Bingham(1962) 

reported results from (d,p) reactions 

in the (32 < N < 126 reGion. 

The most extensive report.on 142pr was 

issued in 1968 by Kern et a1.(1966), and 

they reported finding 10 of the expected 
o 

14 IJw lying states formed by the 'IT2d5/ 2)i2f
7

/ 2 
and 1I1g7/ 2)} 2f7/2 c::mfigurations. 

The four states they did not see were 0-,1-, 
6-,7-. 

At McMaster University Hughes et al. 

(1966) performed l41 pr (n,t). Macphail 

attempted to find states in 142pr using 
144N , (d ) 142p H' f' d' . d' t d Q,~ r •. lS ln lngs ln lca e 

pJssible states at 358 and 910 Kev. Hussein 

using (d,p) found a level at 90(1.2)Kev . 

22 
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Ground State Decay and Half Life Measurements 

All of the earliest work on l42pr was confined to 

measurement of the half life of the ground state decay. 

The earliest reported worK on 142pr is the pioneering 

research on the production of artificial radioactivity 

by neutron bombardment by Fermi and co worKers ( 1935, 

Amaldi et aL ). These researchers found a 19 hour and a five 

minute activity UDon bombarding praseodymium with fast 

neutrons. Pool and Quill(1938) demonstrated that the f~ve 
140 minute activity was 3.5 m~nutes and belonged to Pro 

Marsh et a~(1935) were also active in the measurement of the 

h If l ' f ~ Ilj.2p ale 01 r. 

In 1942 DeWire et al- ( reference B) attemnted to 
142 produce Pr by three new reactions, i.e., 

14lpr (d,p)142pr 10 Mev deuterons 
l42C ( ) l42p e p,n r 5 Iv1ev protons 
l39La (~ ,n) 142pr 20 fi.lev alphas 

DeWire et aI, found the 19 hr activity in all three of 

reactions and reported a gam.ma ray of energy 1.9 mev 

for every 25 electrons in the decay. 

the 

In the late 1940'S CorK et 'a~(1948),Mandeville(1949) 

Jurney(194 9) and Jensen(1950) among others, measured the 

d -, t' f 142p ' d t '1 th ' ecay radla lon a r In more e al an preVlOUs worKers. 

Jensen and co workers concl~ded the ground state decay scheme 
~ 142p d' d b 1 or r as lagramme e ow. 
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2.15 mev 

1 __ _ 
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Nd 142 
60 

142 Excited States of Pr 
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1.57 mev 

In 1953 Kinsey and Bartholomew measured the high 
142 ,141 

energy gamma spectrum emitted by Pr uSlng Pr(n,r). 

The energies and intensities are listed below. 

gamma energy in Mev 

5.83 (.03) 

5.67 ( • Uj) 

5.16 ( .03) 

4.7'-} (.04 ) 

4.69 (.04) 

estimated intensity in 

phot~ns/luO captureu neutr~ns 

2 

3 
3 
2 

3 

In 1962 Fulmer reported the results of strippiDg 

reactions in tne 82 N 126 neutr~n shell using (d,p) 

on 140Ce and 138Ba • Fr~m the results of these experiments 

the single particle excitatl~ns in the neutron shell are 

as diagramrued belOW. 

The resolution obtained in Fulmer's experiments 



Mev 
2 • 2 5 =--_"....,....,.,~-:---:-c--

3Pl/2 

Ih9/2 

- 2f 5/2 

1~9 

1,88 

0.83 

0.0 
------------ 3P3/2 

2f7/2 

Itt/lit/tl/!//I// 

82 neutrons 
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was 60 Kev. The results 
from 141pr (d,p)142pr 

using 15 mev deuterons 

are given in Table II 

of Fulmer's paper. This 

table is reproduced below. 

The column under L refers 

to the neutron orbital 

into which the stri~ped neutron was transferred. For example, 

L = 1 is a P orbital 

L = 3 is a f orbital 

(d6"/dw) is the maxi.l!1ulU differential cross section in mb/sr. max 
Note that because of the resolution several levels are often 

sun~ed together. 

Table II from Fulm.er(1962) 141pr (d,p)142pr 

Excitation Energy 
( l\ie v) 

o 
0.08 
0.14 
0.66 
O.7d 
0.91 
1.05 
1.14 
1.18 
1.26 
1.42 
1.53 
1.67 
1.78 
1.97 
2.11 
2.44 

(d6""/dw) max 
(mb/sr) 

1.82 

0.18 
0.56 
0.49 
0.48 
0.7:? 
0.60 
l~OO 
1.15 

L 

3 

1 
1 

1 

( 1) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 

( 1) 



Also in 1962 Bingham et al. performed the same 
. -

~d,p) stripping reaction described above using 11.3 Mev 

deuterons instead of 15 Mev deuterons .Their resolution , 

was not good enough to separate mJst of the levels. 

26 

Between 1.4Mev and 2.l2Mev they saw a multitude of unresolved 

states. Only one state at excitation 2.12 Mev stands out 

clearly enough to be identified. Bingham et al were able tJ 

resolve levels at 0,0.62,1.02, 1.38, and 2.12 iVle-v. • 

. Below is a comnarison of level schemes taken fr8m p.1804 

of Bi!lt-:;ham e tal •. 

2.13 
1. ,.j 5 - --- - - 7 

- -- -- 1.88 

1.46 
1.37 
1.31 

1.02 

0.71 

0.60 

0.25 

o 

/ / / I I 2.12 

I//jljl /; / ' / 
. '; 

//1/1 }I;1I/1/ 

142 Pr 

1.38 

L02 

0.62 

o 

excitation energy in Mev 



In 1966 Hughes et al. published the results of a 

t~errnal neutron l41pr (n,r)142pr reaction performed at 
lLn 

McMaster University. Since the ground state of Pr is 

5/2+, and L t =0, they expected to populate capturing neu ron 

27 

states of J = 2+ and 3+. Since the low lying states are of 

negative parity, and since the ground state is 2-, high 

energy El gamma transitions are expected to be prevalent. 

A table of the transitions they reported is given below. 

Table 4 from Hughes et al. (1966) 

High Energy Transitions for 141Pr(n,~)142Pr 

energy(=: 5 kev) 

(kev) 

5842 
5823 
5767 
5 r/36 
5~53 
?5~8 
5452 
7330 
~3u2 
5197 
5133 
j086 
59L}5 
5013 
L~035 
4d.53 
L~'192 
4'114 
L~682 

4580 
4565 
45'1-) 
i~Lt 8'7 
444'7 
4'-1-06 
i} ),If 
4360 
L+337 
4-3l4 

relative intensity (d,p)levels,Bingham 

(1962) 

1.52 
u.53 
0.36 
0.05 
3·54 
0.12 
0.075 
0.074 
0.09 
0.42 
3·33 
1.91 
0.316 
0.23 
0.16 
0.20 
1.29 
0.84 
2.'?O 
0.23 
0.15 
0.~5 
0.92 
0.20 
0.19 
0.14 
0.425 
0.25 
0.19 

5765 + 30 

5145 + 30 

4745 + 30 

L~31:35 + 30 



" 

energy(:!: 5 Kev) 
(kev) 

relative intensity 

4288 
4267 
4238 
4168 
4149 
4117 

0.22 
0.33 
0.31 
0.28 
0.24 
0.24 

Low Energy Transitions 

energy(:!: 2 kev) relative intensity 
(kev) 

110 " 
126 
140 
176 
196 
547 
560 
571 
611 
617 
633 
6 L1-6 
'/47 
866 

4.5 
7 
10 
22 
6 
3 
4·5 
4 
4.5 
5.5 
5 
7 
3.5 
4 

T' t t' t 142p . d' ne mas ex enSlve repor on r was lssue In 

28 

1968 by Kern and co worKers(196b). By using a combination 

of thermal neutron capture and 10 mev (d,p), Kern et al. 

inferred the spins of ten of the fourteen expected negative 

parity low lying states discussed in part one. By 

measuring the differential cross sections of the low lying 

states they were aole to assign the stripped neutron to the 

2f7/2 neutron orbital. This result is gratifying in tLat it 

is at least a partial vindication of the theoretical 
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coupling scheme discussed in the theory section. 

A detailed argument for their spin assignments 

can be found in Kern et a~(1968). Basically,however, 

their assignments are based upon the energy combination 

principle( i.e.,they add energies of gamma rays to reproduce 

the structure observed in (d,p)) and the spectroscopic 

factors derived from the (d,p). They believe the 

141pr (d,p)142pr reaction to be direct and thus the reaction 

cross section is proportional to the spectroscopic factor. 

They claim that 

where 

Since 

141. ITT 0 ,J > ground state of Pr = 2d5/ 2r2f7/2 

n = i~cident neutron r * (142Pr) = an excited state of 142pr 

WC142pr)lJ = rJ IlT2do "2f ~ 
1 ""lJ 5/2 Y 7/2/ 

therefore 

and for state 2J 

(J 2 J cJ.. ( 2 J + 1) I~ 2 J 12 

So the (d,p) reaction enables one to select out the 

ITI2d~/2Y2f7/2') component of the wave function. Note that for 

J =: 0,7, c\lJ = 0 and (TJ:0,7 =: 0. 

By normalizing the exoerimental cross sections 

to 100 and the theoretical cross sections liKewise, 

2 6 
A Ei ;:1 (~J+l) 1iJ 2 '" 100 ,A = 2.08 
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they were able t~ compare average cross sections for 

experimentally observed states with the theoretically 

expected relative cross section. For example, the observed 

levels at 17-7 and 176.9 Kev have experimental relative 

cross sections of /.o~ 0.5 and 9.9~ 0.) respectively. 

The expected sum intensity of a pair of spin 3 levels is 

14.6 ( from formula above), and considerin6 that the 1(6.9 

Kev level decays to the spin 2 ground state it is reasonable 

to attach a spin 3 to the 17.~ and 176.9 ~ev states. 

Using such a technique and the assumpti~n that the electro

magnetic transiti~ns among the lower states pr~ceed by 

magnetic dlp~le radiation predominantly, allowed them to 

build the low lying level structure on the following page 

( Figure 3 ) • 

Kern and his collaborators did not observe both sJin 
one states and both spin six states. Consequently they 

assume a very small ampli tude of the 11' 2d5/2 y2f 7 /2 comp',)[',8nt 

In tne wave functions of the remaining spin 1 and sain 

6 state ( ~ = 0.10 and 0.07 respectively). 

Below is a table from Kern et al~1968) comparing the 

state vectors from the (d,p) and branching ratio fits. They 

maintain that their results from the gamma branchin5 ratios 

agree well with the (d,p) amplitudes for spins 3,5,6. The 

agreement is acceptable for spin four, but not for spins 

1 and 2. 

Leve l(Kev) 

Table lX from Kern et al. (1968) 

Spin IT = -

2 
5 
3 
6 
4 

State 

ct 

0.67 
0.64 
0.59 
1.uO 
0.34 

Vector (d,p) 

I~I 

0.49 
0.77 
0.81 

0 
0.94 

State Vector 
(gam.ua DI'Cl.ncnj.ng) 

0( \3 

0.96 -0.28 
0.63 -0·7d 
0.60 -0.80 
0.997 0.07 
0.22 -0.975 



Figure 3 

142 Low Lying Nuclear States in Pr Suggested by Kern et al. 

(1968). 

142 The neutron separation energy in Pr is 5843.4 key 
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Leve1(kev) Spinj 7T = - State Vector (d,p) State Vector 
(gamma branching) 

5! I.~\ fl ~ 
~ 

84.9 1 0.93 0.37 0.995 0.07 
128.3 5 0.77 0.64 0.78 0.63 
144.6 4 0.94 0·34 0.975 0.22 
176.9 3 0.81 0.59 0.80 0.60 
200.5 2 0.49 0.87 0.28 0.96 

These authors also attempted to extend the simple 

quasi particle model to levels above 200 Kev. They found 

that the summed cross sectiQn of the low le,vels frQm 0 tQ 

200 kev was 1429ftb/sr at 45°, which agrees with tne ground 

state crQSS section 14j3~b/sr of 143 Nd ( the ground state of 

143Nd contains a neutrCln in the 2f//2 orhital). TQ achieve 

the same cross section in 142Pr as the next level in 

143Nd ( neutron in the 3p)/2 orbital) they had to add the 

cross sections Qf the next eight states from 637 Kev to 

1154 Kev. However, on the basis of a simple mQdel whereby tne 

3P3/2 neutron couDles with the quasi proton in tne 2d
5

/ 2 
and 197/2 oroton orbitals, only seven states are expected. 

That is, 

C1T2d5/2'Y 3P3/2) 

(TTlg7 /2 V3Pj/ c::) ( the 5 state can 

not be PQPulated in (d,p) ) 
More configuratiJn mixing may be needed to explain these 

states, Qr, perhaps we are at an energy for which coupling 

wi th the phonQn vibra ti Qns of the core lliUS t be inc ll~J.ed. 

Recall that Kern et al.c 1:16';) found. evidence for quadrupole 
. t t· 50· 140 eXCl a lons aoave U Kev ln La. 
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The 14.6 Minute Isomeric State In l42pr 

Kern et al.(PHlo LE'lllr, 1967) deduced the presence 

of a 14.6 minute isomeric state in 142pr by following the 

decay of the 1.57Mev level in 142Nd • From Kern et al.(196,s) 

they noted that the cross section for the formation of the 

ground state in the (d,p) reaction was too large for a spin 

2 state. They concluded that the peak was a doublet and noted 

that their energy fits were much improved ~ith respect to 

en,},) if they assumed a level at 3.7Kev • The gamma transition 

from this level to the ground state is highly converted. 

~his level has an appreCiable half life ( their first 

crude estimate was 7 minutes). 

The spin and magnetic dipole moment of the 3.7 Kev 

level has been measured by Hussein (1~7~) using atomic 

beam resonance. Besides this spin, two other assignments 

made by Kern et al were confirmed in 1970 by Uelleffia et al •. 

B -. l' f' 141p ' t 1 ~ (L P- ) ". ("C) • Y orderlng nuc e l o~ r In crys Ja s 01 a, r ::.,··;3 ~; 7. 1-) 
'- ../ L..~ 

24H2 0 and cooling the crystals to O.06 oK in a maEnetic 

field, tne.y were able to observe anisotropies in tHe t;'J.:Y.il,a 

ray irlters:i..::;ies as tne crystal warmed up from O.06 oK to 

4.2 oK. 1'~,~_:~- were able to maL\:e definite spin assit5na:.ents of 

3 and 4 to levels 17.7 and 144.6 Kev respectively. _ 
2uO J = 2,3,4 

177 2,3 
145 4 

128 
85 
'/2 
64 
18-----

A 7--------.,I' 

o 

3,4,5,6 
1,2,3 
3,4 
3,4,5,6,7 

.3 

Spin assignments 
from Uellema et al~1970) 
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Recent Work At McMaster On l42pr 

Besides measuring tte spin and.magnetic dipole 

moment of l42pr , Hussein ( 1971) undertook a series of 

14lpr (d,p)142pr experiments in November 1971 to try and 

improve on the resolution of the previous (d,p) worK 

which we have aiscus~ed._H~ found among the low lying 

states a weaK peaK at 90 : 1.2 kev. Now, since we can 

expect to observe a spin 1- or 6- among the lower levels, 

it is reasonable to assume that this level is the 1- or 

6- level undetected by Kern et al •. If it were the 1- state, 

one would expect to observe a transition of 90 Kev, whicn 

one does not. If it were t~e 6- state, one would exnect to 

see a gamma ray of energy 90-3.7 : 86.3 kev. One does observe 

f h · . l41p ( v) lLt-2(" ( ) , a ganw.a ray 0 t 1S energy 1n r n, 0' ve p,n ,anrl 

139La(~ ,n). From a consider~tion of the systematic intensity 

variations of the gaIT~a rays as a function of tne initial 

spins from which they emanate, one concludes that the 36.3 

Kev transition de excites a.high spin' state (J> 5). This 

topic will be discussed at length in t.l'1e next section. 

Another significant measurement at McMaster was 

performed by Macphail ( 1969). He performed l44Nd (d,d)142pr 

to search out levels not expected to be seen in (d,p). 

Because of a low counting rate he W~b able to.measure the 

spectrum at only one angle. But his mea~urements did sno~ 

the peaKs seen in (d,p), plus, peaKs ~t.358 and j0b Kev. 

In a s~parate experiment,139L~(~,n) , he noted a strong 

coincidence bec'\'Jeen a gamma of energy 270(2) Kev and the 

85-86 kev doublet. 



He believed that the 270~ 2 key gamma was in coincidence 

with the 85 Kev garr~a ray and originated from the level 

at 358 Kev • Upon subsequent investigation it was found 

that the 270 Kev gamma ray was in coincidence with 

the 86 kev gamma ray. This discovery is the subject of 

of Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 

Coincidence Technique 

Overview: 

We first consider a simple circuit 

for determining the time overlap of 

two pulses. Then the general formulae 

governing the true and chance 

coincidence rates are de~eloped. 

Next we present the schematic of the 

circuit emDloyed in the eXDeriments 

described in chapter 4. The function 

of each component in the circuit is 

discussed. Finally we indicate how 

the coincidence sort~ng program used 

in our experiments enabled us to 

separate the true coincidences from 

the chance. 

36 
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The Coincidence Technique 

detector 1 detector 2 

1-.-,._-l.? * ~ 

output of 1 
/ 

output of 2 

One of the more successful 

methods for deter~ining nuclear 

level orderings is the measurement 

of coincident radiations. The 

technique can be explained by 

referring to the diagrams below. 

Consider three levels A,B,C between 

which gamma transitions occur. If 

our electronics were fast enough 

we could determine the half life t .f2 

of state B by measuring the distribution 

in time between the pulses gamma 1 

and gamma 2. By measuring L ( lower 

diagram) we can obtain the time 

constant from the mean time ~ 

However,typical nuclear life times 

for garlliila emission are generally 
~ t . d ( ] -12 ) be ween one plcosecon .0 sec 

and one femtosecond ( lu-l~ sec), 

whereas the time resolution in 

our experiments was of the order of 

10 nanoseconds ( 1 nanosecond ~ 

10-9 seconas). Thus, most of the 

time differences between gamma 1 and 

gamma 2 are smaller than we were 

capable of resolvin,~s, and consequently 

the pulses in our detectors are 
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simultaneous as far as we can measure. So, when we say 

that gamIfla 1 and gamma 2 are in c~incidence we do not mean 

that levels A and B decay simultaneously, rather, gamma 1 

and gawna 2 are in some form of cascade and the mean 

time difference between the gawnas is smaller than we are 

capable of resolving. 

Coincident measurements alone are not enough to tell 

us the ordering of nuclear states, but in conjunction with 

energy fits and gamua intensities, and other experiments, 

they are a powerful method of eliminating many level schemes 

which are consistent with energy fits alone. 

If one uses lcc and 50cc (active volume) Ge(Li) 

detectors, one discovers that rates of 1000 counts/sec 

and 20,000 counts/sec are not exceptional in a typical 

experiwent. The problem then becomes one of separating 

true coincidence pulses from chance coincidence pulses. 

First, let us consider how one is able to detect coincident 

pulses, and then determine the origin of the chance coincidences. 

PU1S~ 
shape_~ 

--1l--1-v
o 

~ 
pulse 1 

o _ 

pulse 
shaper 

._n--.J~vo 

~ 
pulse 2 

Pulses from the detectors 
have exponential shapes. 

We send each pulse 

through a pulse shaper 

which produces a 

rectangular pulse of 
wid th 1: and allipli tude 

V • If pulse 1 biases 
o 

diode 1, the diode is 

overlap 
measure 
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turned off and the voltage at p rises to ~Vo. The same 

thing is true for a pulse incident at diode 2. If both 

pulses overlap for some period of time, the diodes are 

both turned off during the overlap period. If we set the 

threshold on the overlau measure above j2V ,we will be . 0 

able to discriminate against pulses of ~V , and measure 
o 

only those pulses corresponding to an overlap. The circuit 

depicted above is not the one used in performing the 

experiments described in this report, but it is instructive 

in considering the mathematical detail which follows. 

overlap of pulse 1 
and pulse 2 

at p 

I I I 

V k I 1-' o -1 I! 
- __ -<-{- '''ti ~ ___ _ 

I I ~ 

< T > 

r-l pulse 1 .... _____ J ~t ~L-_ -------__ • 

! 
rr----/-.,l pu 1 s e 2 

___ I~~ -7 '-._-

The pulse width ~ is 

called the coincidence 

resolving time. ~e shall 

now consider random pulses 

incident on the diodes 

and calculate the ra~e 

of chance coincidences. 

The diagram below ~il! 

assist us in the c8.lc:;.lati:Jn. 

The siillDlest meth~d of 

viewing a chance coincidence 

is by picturin~ it as 

a "scattering process". 

Suppose we have a total 

experimental time of T 
seconds and our Dulses 

are of width 1:. If pul se 

1 occurs anywhere:,i tnln 

time T, and pulse 2 is 

also equally likely 

at any time in T, then 

the probability of a 
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collision ( i.e.,overlap) is 

2 "C IT . 

If instead of one pulse 1, there were Nl pulses in the 

interval T, the probability of a collision(i.e.,overlap) is 

2N 1 IT[; IT 

And, if there are also a total N2 nulses in time T as well 

as Nl , the probability of a collision ( i.e., overlap) becomes 

2N 1 N 2 ur; IT . 

If one is interested in the collison rate per second 

(that is, the coincidence rate), then one divides by the 

total time T. Thus, 

where 

Nl :;; NI/T and N2 ;:: N2/T 

where Nl is the rate of pulses of type 1, and N2 is the 

rate of pulses of tyne 2, and Nc is the rate of chance 

coincidences. If there are many types of gamma rays instead 

of only gamma 1, the t~tal chance coincident rate with a 

particlliar radiation gamma i, i.e. N~ , will obviously be 

the sum over all the radiations present. Then 

" = L 
j 

2'tN.N. 
1 J 

2"l;N. 
1 L 

j 

where Nt ~ is the total rute at which pulses of any type 
0" 

are produced. Similarly the total chance coincident rate 

will be given by the sum of the individual totals, 

:;; 2'CNt .j.- \ N. 
'J" ~ J 

J 
= 

The Ntot above assumec that the rates of pulses at both c 



detectors are the same, which is not generally the case. 

If the total rate at detector 1 is Nltot and at detector 

2 is N2tot ' then the chance coincident rate becomes 

To calculate the total coincident rate we must 

determine the rate of true coincidences also. 

true coincidence 
rate 

41 

= total coincidence 
rate 

A~

,~~ 90% A -, 

B 

c 

In the diagram on the left we 

have a more complicated level 

scheme than the one we were 

first contemplating. Suppose we 

wish to find the true coincidence 

rate between gamma 1 and gaIIlIlla 2. 

Neglecting internal conversion, 

level A decays to level A' via 

gamma 1, and from level A' we have a ten percent chance 

of proceeding to level B and thus gamma 2. It is clear that 

there will be only one gamma 2 for every ten gamma l's. 

The true coincidence rate between gamma 1 and gamma 2 is 

then simply 1/10 the rate of gamma 1. If we let N~2 
represent the true coincidence rate between gamma 1 and 

gamma 2,we can write 

= .1Nl , and we should note that 

this expression is free of the coincidence resolving 

time ~ • ( Note: For the moment we will assume that we are 

capable of detecting all the radiation. The detectors' 

efficiencies and the solid angle will be included shortly.) 

In any experiment there are an exceedingly large number 

of nuclei de exciting simultaneously, so that it is 
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obvious that every gamma 2 that enters the detector 2 is 

not in coincidence with any particular gamffia 1 entering 

detector 1. The total coincidence rate between garrma 1 

and gamma 2 can generally be written 

N
12 = tot 

where P12 is the probability that gamma 1 and gamma 2 

are in coincidence. The ratio of true to chance between 

gamma 1 and gamma 2 is 

= = 
The true to chance ratio can be enhanced by either a small 

coincidence resolving time or a small N2 • 

Thus far we have been considering an ideal situation 

in which the detectors are capable of detecting all radiations 

with equal probability. We have also neglected the very 

significant contribution that Compton scattering maKes 

to the coincidence rate. Compton scattering can produce 

spurious coincidences. The diagram below will help explain 

this effect. 

Compton 

f baCKground 

Suppose we have a gamma k whose energy is greater than 

t,amma i, and that this gamma k is in coincidence with a 

gamma j. We Know that due to Compton scattering there is 
s a certain probability PKi that gamma K will deposit an 
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amount of energy corresponding to gamma i in the detector. 

We shall refer to this process by saying that II gamma k 

scatters into gamma i with a probability P~i.II ':J.lhus, gamma 

i appears to be produced from the scattering of gamma k, 

and if gamma k is in coincidence with gar;lma j, then gamma i 

will also appear to be in coincidence with gamma j since it 

sits on the Compton bacKground of gamma k. In fact, this 

spurious coincidence rate is 

s s 
Nij = PKiPkjNk 

where N~. is the rate at which gamma i is apparently in 
:-.l.J 

true coincidence with gamma j, P~i is the probability that 

gamma K scatters into gamma i, Pkj is the probability that 

gamma k is in coincidence with gamma j, and Nk is the rate 

at which gamma K is being produced directly in the reaction. 

Vve should note that the rate at which we detect any gamma 

ray( that is, the rate at which an amount of energy equal 

to the energy of the gamma ray is being deposited in our 

detector) depends upon the rate at which it is being produced 

in the reaction and the rate at which it is being produced 

by secondary processes such as Compton scattering. We will 

let 
;-J 
N. = 

J 

"v 

s N. + N. 
J J 

, where N~ = 
J L PksJ.Nk 

k> j 

So N. is the rate at which gamma j appears to be produced. 
J 

Clearly the true coincidence rate can only depend 

upon the direct production of gamma rays in the reaction, 

and not upon the scattered gammas. Including Compton 

scattering the rate of coincidence between gamma i and j is 
,-,./'\J ~ 

N. . = 2 <:' N. N . + p. . N . + ~ pS. P . N 
l.J L 1. J1 I . ~J l.i I k> i kl. KJ K I . 

+ 1 - f 
chance rate true rate scattering rate 
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If we say that gamma i goes into detector 1, and 

gamma tl int:) detector 2, there is a certain efficiency of 

detect:)r 1 detecting galTl1na i and detect:)r 2 detecting gamma j. 

Let Ei be the ~fficiency of detect:)r 1 f:)r detecting gamma i 

and liKewise E~ is the efficiency :)f detect:)r 2 for detecting 

gamma j ( effieciency includes the solid angle ). 

Considering the efficiency of detection, the total rate 

at which we detect c:)incidences becomes 

N .. 
lJ = 

The chance coincidence rate and the scattering 

coincidence rate obscure the true rate. We have means by 

which we can subtract these two rates and leave :)nly the 

true rate. 'llo understand how this is accomplished we must 

first study the schematic circuit on the next page ( Figure 

4 ), which depicts the circuit actually used in the 

experiments described in this report. 

List of Abreviations For the Circuit Diagram ( Figure 4 ) 

Det 1 

Det 2 

AMP 

BLR 

D-AMP 

EZS 

TAC 

rrSCA 

detectar 1 

detector 2 

amplifier 

base line restorer 

delay amplifier 

extrapolated zero strobe 

time t:) amplitude converter 

timing single channel analyzer 

Note that from each detector there are tw~ branches. 

The branch pr:)ceeding thr:)ugh the awplifier,baseline 



Figure 4 

Schematic of the Coincidence Circuit Used in the 

Experiments Described in this Paper. 



DET I DET 2 

T 
START STOP 

TAe 

BL~'] 

LOGIC SHAPER PULSE TO 
COINCIDENCE GATES 

--+-'LJ--+I--TAC PULSE TO TAC ADC 

I 

I --+---..JA .... ---+1-- ENERGY PULSE TO ADC I 

----t--~I\'---+l-- ENERGY PULSE TO ADC 2 

I I 
SCHEMATIC COINCIDENCE CIRCUIT 
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rest~rer and delay amplifier will be referred t~ as the 

"enerey branch". The branch proceeding thr~ugh the 

extrap~lated zero strobe and time to amplitude converter 

will be referred to as the "timing branch". The central 

comp~nent of the timing branch is the TAO. There are two 

inputs on the 'rAG labelled "start" and "stop". The IrAG 

can be pictured as a clock which measures the difference in 

time between the start pulse and the stop pulse. The ClOCK 

starts when a start pulse is incident on the start input, 

and after receiving the stop pulse at the stop input ,it 

outputs a signal whose amplitude is proportional to the 

time difference At between the start and stop pulses. The 

~AC measures the time difference At by charging a capacitor 

during6t, and if the capacitor C is large enough, or the 

difference ~ t is small enough, the potential nc ross the 

capacitor can be aDor~ximated by a linear function. 

W I 1 -, 
-7-

~top ~tart C V(o)=o 
~ 

(1) (2) 

V 
o Vo 

s ~ t ~t~ 
lV V--0 

o d- V(b.t) 

(3) 

In (1) the start pulse closes the switch s, and the capacitor 

o charges (2) until a stop pulse opens the switch (3)' 

and leaves a potentiul V(~ t) across the capacitor. We 

Know that the potential across the capacitor as a function 

of time is 

V( t) = 

where /U -- liRe, and R is the circuit resistance. 
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Vet) = V
o

( 1 -~( 1 -f-t +;-t2t2 j2 _;U3 t 3/6 + ••• ) ) 

and if )1. t < <" 1 

Vet) ::; j.J.V t 
I 0 

The TAU that'was employed in our experiments 

( O~TEC Model # 437A ) has an adjustable timing search, and 

a maximum search period of 80,ft sec ( l,U sec = 10-6 seconds ). 

By a timing search we mean the length of time the TAG will 

charge before receiving a stop pulse. We can adjust the 

TAC timing search such that a stop pulse must appear at the 

stop input wi thin a time D t , 0 «Dot <; At ,aft8r the max 
start pulse. If no stop pulse is incident within this time, 

the tllAC automatically resets and wai ts for anotner start 

pulse, without outputting u signal. In practice we set 

~t at 200 nanoseconds, so that we were only interested 
max 

in start and stop pulses less than 200 nanoseconds apart. 

The TAC also has an adjustable output maximum, and the 

final equation connecting the output pulse and the difference 

b. t is 

V( b t) = v 0 ( b t / l:l. t max) • 

If we set Vo at ten volts, for example, and ll.t = 40 nsec, 

then 

V(40 nsec) = 2 volts 

The TAC output is sent into an All~, and this enables 

us to obtain a spectrum of~ t. 
The extrapolated zero strobes fulfill two functions. 

First, they shape the preamrlifier pulses from the detectors 

into very sharp -8 volt pulses on the order of 10 nsec 

wide which are required by the tlIA~. Secondly they 
compensate for the timing error which would otherwise be 

introduced by the so called" amplitude walK ". The 

amplitude walK is due to the method by which the preamplifior 
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pulses are prQduced. A gamma ray that is absorbed in the 

crystal ( that is the Ge(Li)) produces electrQns and holes 

proportional in number to its energy. This charge is collected 

on capacitor plates in the detectors, and the cQrresponding 

shape of the potential across the capacitor is again 

exponential. 'rhat is, for two gamma rays of energy Vl and 

V2 ' neglecting constants, 

and for small J.1. t we can approximate 

::: 

= 

'I'he preamp output can be approximated by the above tWQ 

equations for small times. 

• I' 
;-E- tw-41 
I I 

1--__ *1 ___ ~ (t) 
Vet) V (t) V 

1 I I threshold 

I I 
. : I 

I 

t 

Suppose pulses ~f the 

form in the diagram 

are incident on the 

EZS input. If we had 

only one threshold 

(threshQld is necessary 

to eliminate detector 

nQise) and the EZS 

triggered wheneve~ a 

pulse crossed the 

threshold, pulses ~hich, 

in fact, were in coincidence in the detectors, are disnlaced 

by a time tw depending UPQn t~eir amplitQdes. The time 

t is referred to as tne amnlitude walK. If there is only w . u 

one threshQld the pulse crQsses the EZS threshold at only 

one paint, and from this one point it is not possible to 

determine when the pulse originated. Consider now placing 
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two thresholds in the 

E~S as depicted on the 

left. The upper threshold 

is Uu ' the lower is u L. 
Uu Since each pulse must 

cross two levels to 

generate an EZS pulse, 

it is possible to 

extrapolate bacK to the 

zero time of each pulse 

and thereby eliminate 

the time walK. Uu and u
L 

refer t~ the uppe~ and lower thresnold. 

On the stop side of the timing branch we have 

introduced a delay. This delay is placed in the circuit 

mainly for convenience in interpreting the ~AC spectrum. 

To illustrate its function let us first consider a source 

of co~pletely raLdom gamma rays. Neglecting for the moment 

the scattering rate, the coincidence rate Detween gamma 1 

and gamma 2 is given by 

N12 
c = 

Since garruna 1 and gamma 2 are completely at random, the 

time interval t between them is completly random, which 

means that the ~AC pJlse have all values of amplitude V 

equally probable. As a consequence, any particular channel 

of the TAC ADC has the same liKelihood of being fed as any 

other channe 1, which means that the spec trum of b t is a 

straight line. If we now include the possibility of true 

coincidences the coinciuence rate is 
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The ratio of true to chance 

c oine idence is P12/2 "0N2 
and since i'can be very 

small,(in our experiments 

t = 10 nanosec ) the D. t 

spectrum will have a strong 

peaK somewhere depending 

upon the delay. This is 

depicted below. If there 

were no delay the peak 

would fall very close to 

or at channel zero,since 

~ t --- O. By introducing 

the delay td the coincident 

pulses can be delayed by 

time td ' and those pulses 

which really are in 

coincidence will 

The coincidence 

have a time difference at the TAG of /) t = td. 

resolving time "G is now a function of the 

electronics. If the electronics were perfect and the paths 

between the two detectors were identical, then the peak at 

td would be a single line. But because of the variations 

in the delay, the cabling length,and the differences in 

de tec tors and other defec ts in the circuitry, the time A t 

actually falls around td in a gaussian distribution as one 

would expect for a random process. 

The TAC has two outputs. One is fed to the direct 

input of an ADC via a delay amolifier, the other goes 

throush a timing single channel analyzer which sends out 

a rectanbular pulse only if the inout from the TAG falls 

between two manually adjustable levels. This pulse in 

turn triggers a logic shaper which also produces a 

rec tant;u.lar pulse of adj us tab Ie \" id th "''[' g' 'G g will be 

referred to as the gate wldth, and is generallj between 
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2 fl sec and 6~ sec wide. The logic shaper pulse is fed to 

the coincidence inputs C of all three ADCs simultaneously. 

When the ADCs are run in the coincidence mode they will 

accept pulses at the direct input only while the coincidence 

input is activated by a pulse. The logic shaper pulse,in 

effec t, opens the ADCs' ligates" for a period of time "C g 

and allows the two energy pulses and the TAC timing pulse 

to enter the ADCs and be recorded. Because of tne difference 

in circuitry that the energy pulses and the TAC pulse traverse, 

the three pulse will not appear in general within the gate 

width ~Gg. To compensate for this the delay amplifiers are 

inserted in the circuit and adjusted so that all three 

pulses fall within the gate width. The delay amplifiers have 

gain 1 and retain the original input pulse shape. Their 

only function is to delay the pulses. 

true base line 

Pile Up of Pulses in an Amplifier 

Finally, the base 

line restorers 

are needed if the 

counting rates in 

the detectors 

are too large. 

For a high count 

rate, tne pulses 

from the amplifier may follow one another so closely that 

the tail of one pulse might extend under the pulse following 

it. As an example, PI and P2 are so close in time that 

the tail of Pl extends under p~ and increases P2's amplitude. 

And since the amplitude of P2 will vary with whatever type 

of pulse precedes it, tne corresponding peaK of P2 will 

be broad. Without correcting for pulse pile up the resolution 

for high counting rates becomes poor. 



Retrieval of Coincidence Data 

When the timing pulse from the logic shaper opens 

the ADCs, three important pieces of information are 

registered: 

(1) the energy of gamma 1 

(2) the energy of gamma 2 

(3) tne time difference D. t between gamma 1 

and gamma 2 

These data are, of course, recorded as' cnannel numbers in 

the appropriate ADCs. The information is stored on magnetic 

tape in the form below 

i 

A t i .i 
6 t km 
~ t no 

6. t1 n 

TAC 

ADC 

gamma i 

gamma k 

gamma n 

gamma 1 

etc 
DET 1 

AuC 

gamrna 

gamma 

gamma 

gamma 

j 

m 

0 

p 
magnetic 

tape 

One can read bacK this tape and obtain the spectrum 

contained in the DET 1 ADC column. This snectrum corresponds 

to all the gamma rays that detector 1 observed that were 

within a time /). tmax of those observed by detector 2. This 

spectrum is referred to as the projection, and since we 

used a one cm3and a fifty cm3 Ge (Li) de te,c tor to s tart and 

DtoP the TAC,respectively, we have both a lcc projection 

and a 50cc projection. By reading bacK the first column 

we are able to recall tpe TAC spe~tru~, which should, as 
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explained previously, 

contain only one peaK 

at the delay time tdo 

With the TAG spectrum 

and the two projections 

we are able to sort 

through the data with 

the programs available 

at McMaster and 

determine which gamma 

rays are in true 

coincidence. The figures 

on the left will help 

eX91ain how the sort-

ing programs operate. 

The programs allow us 

to set two peaK windows 

and three bacKground 

windows. We set the first 

peaK window in the TAG 

spectrum on the true 

plus chance ( T+G )t 
w 

peaK. To subtract the 

chance coincidences 

we set a window t in c 
the TAG spectrum. 

Suppose we are interested 

in two gammas, i and k, 

in projections 1 and 

2 respectively. As 

the tage is read the 

program comes across 

combinations of gamma i 
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and gamma K. If 6. tiK is in t c ' the program subtrac ts 1 from 

the channel number of gamma K in the spectrum of (4) on the 

preceding page. If b. tiK lies wi thin t w ' the program adds 1 

to the channe 1 number of gamma K. If there are as many iJ. tik 

in t as in t , the gammas are not in coincidence. w . c 
Along with telling the program to lOOK for coincidences 

with gamma i we must also give it information on the 

background around gamma i. Since gamma i is sitting on the 

sum Compton bacKground,it is liable to be in coincidence 

with anything that is in coincidence with the bacKground. 

Subtraction by the time spectrum does not remove these 

spurious scattering coincidences since At is,in fact, td' 

But these scattering coincidences can be removed by 

finding out what is in c~incidence with the immediate 

bacKground around gawua i. Since we do not expect the 

ComDton bacKground to vary much ( unless we are at the 

Compton edge ) for small energies around gamma i we 

can set bacKground windows b. El = D. E2 =}2~E. In prac tice 

this means that the areas Al = A2 =~. Consequently, by 

setting these background windows around gamma i, we are 

able to determine how strong the sDurious scattering 

coincidences with gamma i are, and are thus left with 

only those gammas, e.g. gaffiIlla k, which are in true 

coincidence with gamma i. This is depicted in (4) on the 

previous page. 



Chapter 4 

Experimental WorK 

Overview: 

The major experiment performed 

was l39La(~,n)142Pr at 16.5 mev. 

First we consider the l39La(~,n) 
singles experiment and present the 

energies and intensities of various 

gamma transitions. We also followed 

the activity of the 139La target after 

termination of alpha bombardment. 

The energies of gamma transitions 

in 7 mev 142Ce (p,n)142pr are also 

presented. 

Finally in the 139La(~,n) 16.5 

mev coincidence experiment we observed 

a triple coincidence between gammas 

of energies 86.10(.10),268.37(.10), 

and )52.86(.20) kev. 
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d. beam 
)-

Set Up for 139La(~,n)142pr Coincidence 

Experiment 

A 

G!(~i) 0 V'/' 50cc 
de tec tor_-.". Y Ge (Li) 

B~ 
detector 

evacuated glass chamber 

aluminum support rod 

l39La target 

The experimental arrangement which was used for 
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the (d..,n) ex?erLnents is diagrammed above. 16.5 mev alpha 

particles generated by the FN tandem accelerator impinge 

upon a 139La target. The target face was turned towards the 

lcc detector so that low energy ( less than 2JO key ) 

Bamffia rays could more easily reach the small volume detector. 

Since the 50cc detector was used for energies greater than 

200 Kev, the thiCKness of the target and the aluminum 

support rod provided extra shielding against low energy 

gamma rays. Shie lding B, in ~)Ur experiments the shie lding 

was Mo and Cd, is used to cut down tue x-ray flux from 

the target. A piece of thiCK shielding, A, also of Mo and 

Cd is used between the two detectors to prevent coincidence 

measurement of Compton scattered gammas. That is, a gamma 

ray incident on the )OCC detector may deposit some snergy 

in the 50cc detector and then scatter into the lcc. 
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Since a precise measurement of gamma ray energies 

is essential in unravelling the level scheme of 142pr , it 

is appropriate to give a brief description of the calibration 

and self consistency of the energies measured. The calibration 

sources for the Icc and 50cc Ge(Li) detectors, along with 
. 1-

the measure of f1 t ?< , are given be low. 

7/-:;; (lin) f= 
i=l 

Linear Least Squares Calibration Based On Peak Centroids 

Input 

Source 

,Mo x-ray 
(shielding) 
Cd x-ray 
(shie Id j ng) 
19F (n,n; ) 

139La coul ex 

19F (n,n ' ) 
positron 
annihilation 

19F (n,n I ) 

" positron 
annihilation 

19F (n,n' ) 

Icc calibration in kev 

tyl:;; 
Ii 1.2 Output 

Energy 

17·48 

23.17 

109.893 

165.90 

197.147 
511.006 

0.08 

0.08 

0.074 

0.17 

0.084 
0.072 

Ecalculated 

17.476 

23·08 

109.97 

165.99 

197.32 
511.005 

50cc calioration in kev 
Al :;; 1.0 

109.893 
197·14'/ 
511.006 

1235.83 

0.164 
0.172 
0.162 

0.27 

109.61 
19'7.14 
510.98 

1235.55 

L\E 

+.004 

+.09 

-.08 

-.09 

-.17 
-.001 

-.28 
-.007 
-.026 

-.28 
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The calibration Dr~gram als~ makes a correction to 

the simple Ilnear Galibratlon by maKing a new linear 

calib~ation between calibration points that compensates 

for the scatter of the calculated points from the input 

points. 

In determining the reliability of our measurements 

we must taKe into account the internal consistency of the 

measurements. Since we have used both lcc and SOcc detectors 

in measuring gamma enersies, we should expect that the 

energies measured be reasonably consistent from one detector 

to the other. In Table 1 we compare the ener~ies of 
~ 

gammas detected by both lcc and 50cc detectors fr~m 100 Kev 

to 600 Kev. It will be noted that the standard deviation 

of these two sets of measurements is .40 Kev. In Table 2 

we compare some 50ce measurements with measurements made by 

Kern et ale (1968). 

The measurements in Tables land 2 using the Ge(Li) 

detectors are based ~n the peaK eentr~ids. Determining toe 

energy by the centroid is n~t valid, however, if peaks 

are close enough to ~verla~. Consequently, a see:md lj_near 

calibration was made using the same sources as those used 

in the centr~id calibration discussed ~n the previous pa~e, 

but based on the peaK positions of the source gammas. Using 

this second caliorati~n tne energy measured as 26b.31 in the 

Icc using the centroid, becorues 268.37. An examination 

of the (~,n) lcc singles spectrum, Figure 5 , ShowS a scall 

peaK on the low energy side of the 26b. YI l!...ev garnn.a. 

Sinlilarly, measuring the er.ergy of the 552.55 r',.ev galTLC.ia 

in the 50cc us ing the peak of this gaIIlllm yie Ids 752.66. 
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Table 1 
Il~tEHNAL COlmli:J'rENCY IN ( d.. ,n) .bETwEEN lcc-50cc ~JEA;:)UrtEiIJE1~'1'S 

(centr8id calibrati8n ) * 

lcc 50cc bE = lcc - 50cc 

B (kev) E (kev) D. E (kev) 

136.18 136.08 +.10 

140.97 140.92 +.05 

145.51 146.11 -.60 

151.65 151.62 +.03 

165>.90 165.76 +.14 

176.92 176.-74 +.18 

182.92 182.62 +.30 

268.31 268.27 +.07 

294.48 294.51 -.03 

301.5>9 301.01 +.58 

339.72 338.73 +.99 

350.87 350.46 +.41 

392.29 391·38 +.84 

553.24 552.55 +.69 

h= +.24 

standard deviation = .40 Kev 

* Note the 50cc calibration,p.57, is c8nsistently too low. 

An apparent adjustment of +.14 hey to all the 50cc 

measurements seems appropriate, but such an aajustrnent 

is still within the uncertainty attached to the jOcc 

measurements. 
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Table 2 

COMPARISON OF 50cc MEASUREMENTS IN (~ ,n ) WITH KERN ET AL. 

(1968) 

50cc (d, ,n) 

(Kev) 

)4.46 

140.92 

176.74 

182.62 

268.27 

294.51 0( 

558.56 0( 

612.12 

619.3 

631.7 
645.4 

728.6 

800.2 

1107.9 

Kern et al.(n,t) ~E = E(n,')-E(~,n) 
(kev) (Kev) 

54.57 +.11 

140.91 -.01 

1'/6.86 +.12 

182.78 +.16 

268.34 ( • 10 ) +.07 

? ~ 294.81(.17) +·30 
? > 557.4 (.3) -1.16 

612.2 (.4) -.08 

619.9 (.7) +.6 

632.2 ( .7) +·5 
645.7 ( .1) +·3 
729.5 (.9) +.9 

801.1 ( • 'f) +.9 

1107 .9C .rn 0 

1= +.24 
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Therefore, in assessing the appropriate errors in 

the energy measurements we must consider the internal 

consistency of the measurements and the reproducibility 

of the calibration points. The largest deviati~n in the 

centroid calibration for the lcc detector was -.17 kev, 

and this is the deviation of the raw calibration not 

compensating with the correcti~n. Using the. corrected 

calibration curve, we should expect that the caliorati~n is 

not off by more than .10 Kev for well f~rilled nearly 

symmetric peaks in the lcc detector. F~r weaK peaKS, ~r 

asymmetric peaks the error is larger. Similarly, f~r the 

50cc centroid calibration the worst deviation is -.28 Kev, 

and this magnitude of deviation ~ccurs twice. For well f~r:ned 

nearly symmetric peaKS in the 50cc detector ~ne sh~uld 

expect an err~r of n~ Dore than .20 Kev. For peaKS which 

are too cl~se t~gether to permit uS t~ use the centroid 

calibration, we use the peaK position calibration • In 

Table 3 we have listed the gamma ray energies we observed 

in the 16.5 mev 139La(~,n)142pr experiment. The final 

energies and their erros are cased upon the peaK shape, and 

the peak environment. The low energy measurements are 

determined by the lcc detector, since the counting rates 

in the sma1l detector are typically some twenty times 

smaller than the counting rate in the large detector. Als~ 

in Table 3 we have reproduced for convenience a portion 

of the data in Kern et al.'s paper(1968). The column under 

(n,6) lists the energies they reported in l4lpr (n,t). Table 

3 also contains the relative gamma intensities we observed 

in (~,n) correcting for detector efficiency. The intensities 

reported by Kern et al.(1968) are also listed. 
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Table 3 

Comparis:)TI of Gamma Transitions Observed in · 139La (0( , n) 

at 16.5 mev, 141 and Pr (n ,'I ) 

E(ol,n) E(n,)') I(~,n) I (n,t) 

kev kev bI in percent 

17.4S1 

19.731 

2~ 172 
.. / . 
26.~32 
33.453 

53.36* 
54.50 54 .568 ( . OuS) .80(20) 1.3(30) 
60.10 60.064( .002) 28.6(23) 2.4(20) 
64.63 64.506(.002) 17.2(27) ~.1(20) 

67.054 

68.764 f8.fl0( .002) 13.1(27) 2.0(20) 

73.7S 1O 15.8(32) 
'7cL03 12.9(17) 
84.97 8~~ . jJ8 ( • OJ 3 ) 3.0(-) 3.1(2CJ) 
86.10 86.056(.003) 74.0(21) 2.1(20) 
93.86 ( .20) , 10L+ ·70 10/+. 569( .004) 1.2(31) .84(20) 

i 109.b95 

1 115.59 115.529( .005) ---1--- ---1---

j 124.69(.20) 124.565(.Ou6) 4.4(27) .65(20) 
126.15(.20) 9.7(26) 
126.97(.20) 126.845(.U03) 13.2(26) 6.2(20) 
136.18 12 1.9(29) 
140.97 lLI-O • 906 ( .(03) 17·2(26) 9.1(20) 
145.51 1.8(24) 
151.65 11.6(21) 
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Table 3 continued 

E(o(,n) E (n, t) I(~,n) I(n,o") 

159.09 159 .• 11( .06) 1.6(21) .31(35) 
165.906 7.7(21) 
176.92 176.863( .(03) 22.7(19) 21(20) 
182.92 182.785(.005) 9.6(18) 7.6(20) 
187.78 187 .79( .02) 1.1(24) .24(40) 

- 192.93 1.2(23) 
200.61(.14) 200.520(.014) .76(20) 
,213.05( .14) .43(16) 
225.73(.20) 1.2(24) 
230.47(.14) .81(27) 
266.65(.28) 
268.37 268.34 53.4(12) .50(35) 
273.73(.14) .69(34) 
29L~ .48 294.tH( .17) 11.2(16) .69(3:J) 
301.';O( .14)12 1.4(27) 
339.72 6.1(17) 
350.87 21.5(13) 
373.15(.14) 1.9(28) 
379.73(.14) 2.0(30) 
392.30 5.3(23) 
404.03(.30) 403.7(·3) 
438.36(.40)7 
546.99(.20) 546.38 ( • 19) 
552.86(.20) 21(25) 
557.40( .30) 557·4( .3) 
582.37(.20) 
612.12(.30) 612.2( .4) 
619.32(.30) 619.9(·7) 
631.70(.30) 631.2(.7) 
645.38( .20) 645.7(.13) 



E(d ,n) 

669. 9b (.30 ) 

728.62(.20) 

800.18(.40) 

846.80( .40)8 

870.77(.40)9 

- 891.00( .20)10 

970.60( .40) 

1014.8( .5) 

1053.3(.5) 

1061.7(.5) 

1089.8(.5) 

1107·9(.5) 

1219.03(.5) 

1227·'15(.20) 
1266.20(.30) 

1273.9j(.20)11 

Table 3 continued 

E(n,<y) 

729.5(.6) 

801.1(.7) 

1107. 9(. 7) 

65 

* All errors are .10 Kev unless otherwise indicated 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

l~ 

Mo x-ray 
Cd x-ray 
La x-ray 
Au x-ray 
19F 
La coulomb excitation 

23Na coulomb excitation 

56 Fe coulomb excitation 
170 

19F(~,n)22Na 
22 Na decay 

181'ra 



Figure 5 

Gamma Ray Spectra Observed in 16.5mev 139La(~,n) 

Top: Singles Spectrum using the Icc Ge(Li) Detector. 

Note the scale change by a factor of 10. 

Bottom: Singles Spectrum using the 50cc Ge(Li) Detector. 

Gamma ray energies below 550 key are listed 

in the Icc singles snectrum. The scale changes 

by a factor of 3. 
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Activity of La After Bombardment with 15 mev 

Alpha Particles. 

When our Lanthanum target was subjected to alpha 

bombardment, both at 16.5 mev and 15 mev, a 'great deal of 

gamma activity was detected after the alpha bombardment was 

terminated. We detected a gamma ray of energy 1573 kev 

which decayed with a half life of 20= 4 hrs, and thus 

assume that the gamma arises from the well 'established 

19.2 hr decay of l42pr . The activity was followed for 8 hours. 

Of the sixty five gamma transitions observed in 

the decay we were able to identify only the 1)73 Kev, the 

garrooas associated witn the 3.4 hr activity of 61Cu , a~d 
possibly the gr:::mnd statE; f?+ decay of 22Xa. Wt';; observtju 

a gamma of ener,d~y 12(4.2(.7) Kev in the decay, and also 

in singles, and in coincidence. One would expect the 1274.6 
22 

Kev transition in Ne to be in coincidence with 

the 511 Kev afiL'1ihilation quarlta. Moreover, in singles 

we also observe gamTIlas at 801 Kev and 73 Kev, and there 

are similar transitions in the excited states of 22Na • 

Alon~ with the above,the following energies seen 

in the decay are also renorted in (n,r) by Kern et al.(IYSb) 

and Hu~hes et a1.(1966). The energies are in Kev. 

de8ay garnEJ.a in (~,n) 

907.9(.7) 
1127.8(.7) 
1298.1(.7) 
1726.6(.7) 
4288.6(.7) * 
4801.0(.7) * 

* possible escape peaKS 

Kern et a1. 

4801.2 ( .3) 

Hughes et al. 

907(3) 
l12k3(3) 
129'1(3) 
172;j(j) 
4288(5) 
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There was also a gamma of energy 553.5(.7) Kev 
seen in the decay. It seems unliKely, however, that this 

is the 552.d6(.20) Kev gamma seen in coincidence with 

the 86.10 and 268.37 Kev gammas ( see p. 75 ). Firstly, 

this gamma has been measured as 553.4 Kev in one eXDsriment, 

and as 553.7 key in another, so it Bnpears to be consistently 

larger by about .7 Kev than 552.86. Secondly, the gammas 

with which it is in coincidence are not seen in the 

decay, and arguments considered in cnapter ~ suggest that 

the jj3 Kev transition cbmes above both the 86 Kev and 268 
key transition. / 

The 553 key gamma seen in the decay has a half life 

12 + 5 h rs. 
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Gamma Rays 

The reaction 142Ce (p,n) was also attem9ted at 

seven lVlev. The gamma transitions observed in that reaction 

are listed in Table 4. 

In Table 5 we have listed the common gamma ray 

energies between the three reactions 

l39La (d.,n) 

142Ce (p,n) 

l41pr (n,x) 

Transitions 53.36(.lO)Kev and 136.l8(.lO)kev have not been 
142 placed into the level scheme of Pro The two . transitions 

e6.10(.10)Kev 

268.37(.10)Kev 
142 will be placed into the decay scheme of -Pr later in this 

thesis. 
Note that the transitions ( Table 5 ) 159.09 ~ev 

142 and 187.78 Kev have not been seen in Ce(p,n). The fact 

that this 159.09 KeV transition was not noticed in the (p,nj 

reaction can be explained by its low intensity. In 

Kern et al.(1~6~) the ratio of the 159.11 kev intensity to 

the 176.86 kev intensity is 

1·3/Se(35%) 

Or, the 159.11 kev is 67 times weaKer than the 176.86 key 

gamma. Since these gammas come from the same level in the 

scheme of Kern et al., their relative ratios should be 

constant. The Ib7.7d Kev gamma has inte!lsity 1(30S~) in 

(n,¥) according to Kern et al .. Since this garr@a originates 

from a spin three level in the scheme of Kern et al.(1~6b), 

and since the 176.66 ~ev also originates from a spin 3 

state,the relative rates of increase should be the same. 

Consequently, in (p,n) one should expect the 187.76 kev 
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to be weaKer than the 176.85 Kev gamma by approximately 

88 times, just as it is in (n,¥). The weaKest intensity 

gamnla that we do observe in (d.,n), (p,n) and (n,6) is the 
124.56 Kev gamma, which is twice as intense as the 159.11 
Kev gamma in (n,¥). 

Table ~ 
Gamma Transitions Observed in 142Ce (p,n) With 

7 IVIEV Prot ons 

E (Kev) 

53.48 
54·34 
59.99 
64.63 
85.02 
86.10 

104.55 
115·55 
124·53 
126.85 
129·73 
132.82 
136.14 
140·92 
143·31 
147.10 
160.6'7 
163·90 
169·31 
176.89 
182.81 
190.59 
200.74 
219.02 
243·40 
~38.0 
363·7 
383.0 
403.0 

~ E (kev) 

.20 
·30 
.10 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.40 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.15 
·30 
.40 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.1? 
.15 
.15 
.15 
.4 
.4 
.4 

1.0 
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'rab1e 5 
139 142 141 y Common Gamma Energies in La(~ ,n) , Ce (p ,n) , Pr(n,o ) 

Using 16.5 mev Alpha Particles, 7 mev Protons.* 

139La(~,n)16.5IDev 
E(j' 

(kev) 

53.36(.10) 
54.50(.10) 
60.10 ( .10) 
6 i+. 63 (.10) 
b't • 9'? ( . 10) 
66.10 ( .10) 

104. '70( .10) 
117.59(.10) 
1<4 .6'1 ( • 10 ) 
L:;) • 9'1 ( • 10 ) 
1~5.18(.10) 
1';'0.9'1 ( . 10) 
1:/;1.09(.10) 
1 '/6 . 92 ( • 10 ) 
162.'92(.10) 
1,':..7 .7b( .10) 
eGO.61(.lv) 
2(:;0. 37 ( . 10) 
4U'+ .0 (.3) 

142Ce (p,n)7 mev 
Ejf 
(kev) 

53·48(.15) 
54.34( .30) 
59.99(.15) 
64.63(.15) 
85.0~(.15) 
1:56.10 ( .15) 

104 . .J5( .15) 
11).55(.15) 
124.53(.15) 
126.85(.15) 
136.14 ( .15) 
140.92(.15) 

176.89(.15) 
182.81(.15) 

200.74(.15) 

403.0(1.0) 

141pr (n,0') 
E(S' 
(kev) 

54. 568( .008) 
60 .064 ( .002) 
64 .606 ( .002) 
d4. 9,:H:3( .003) 
86 .056 ( .003) 

104.569(.004) 
115.5r29(.uuj) 
124. 56j( .u06) 
126.84)( .(03) 

140.906( ./)03) 
159.11(.06) 
1'?6.863( .u03) 
Ib2.'ld')( .UO)) 
1d7. 'l9( .02) 
200.j20( .014) 
26b.34(.10) 
403. rl ( .3) 

* All of these gammas have been placed into the 142pr 

level scheme, except for ,)3.36,136.18,86.10,and 

268.37. 'rrhe 86.10 and 26d.3'? Kev transitions will 

be placed in the level scheme later in this papero 
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Fi.c;ure 6 

S.ingJes Soectru:i~ Collected with the Icc Ge(I,i) 
li .) 

De tec t:.:>r in '( wev tc- Ce (p, n). The scale enani:::;e S DJ" 

a Fae t:-H' ::d 4. 

Bottom: Coincident Gammas Seen by the 50cc Ge(Li) 

Detector with a Window on the 85-86 ~ev 

Donblet in tIle Icc Pro,lections. 

NDte the low eIlerl~Y cut; off in the snectrllITl is 

115 .Kev. 
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Top: Figure 7 
Coincident gammas seen by the 50cc Ge(Li) detector 

with a window on the 268 Kev gamma in the lcc 

projection. 

Bottom: Figure 8 

Coincident gammas seen by the lcc Ge(Li) 

detector with a window on the 268 Kev gamma 

in the 50cc projection. 
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Figure 9 

Coincident gammas seen by the Icc Ge(Li) detector 

with a window on the 552.86 kev gamma ray in the 

50cc projection. 

Figure 10 

Time spectrum obtained for the coincidence 

experiment described in this paper. The 

coincidence resolving time was 10 nanoseconds. 
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Figure 11 

Top: Projection spectrum collected by the lcc Ge(Li) 

detector during the 16.5 mev 139La (q,n) 

coincidence experiment. The projection includes 

gamma rays between 20 Kev and 600 Kev. 

Bottom: Projection spectrum collected by the 50cc Ge(Li) 

detector during the 16.5 mev 139La(~,n) 
coincidences experiment. The projection includes 

ga~na rays between 115 Kev and 1300 Kev. 
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The 139La (ct,n) Coincidence Experiment 

At 16.5 mev the reaction 139La(~,n) produces, 

among others, two gamma rays of energies 

b4. 97 ( • 10) Ke v 

86.10 ( .10) key 

These gammas have the intensity ratio in singles 

185/186 = 1/25 

rib 

Coincidences are observed between this doublet 

and gammas of energy 268.37(.10) and 552.86(.20) Kev. 

Figure 6 displays the spectrum ootained looKing through 

the 85-86 key doublet into the 50cc detector. Figure 7 

is what is seen loo~ing through the 268 Kev window in t~e 

lcc de tec t:;r. .Fig~rr; 8 is obtained by se t c,iI:.ts v:ind ')ws ill 

the 5ucc detector on the 268 Kev gamma and lOOKing in~o the 

lcc detector. Figure 9 is the spectrum of coincident' 

gammas lOOKing through the 553 Kev winaow in tne )Occ. 

From the spectra in Figures 8 and 9 and from a comparison 

of the lcc singles spectrum( Figure ) and the lcc 

projection soectrum( Figure ll),one is able to conclude tnat 

the coincident ga~na in the 65-86 doublet is the 86 Aev· 

transition, and that it is uncertain ,that the ,8) Kev gamma 

is also in coincidence with the 268. Tnis is so because of 

the poor resolution in the projection spectrum (Figure 11). 

Consequently, within our measurements, the 268.37 and 

552.86 key gamma are certainly in coincidence with the 

86 Kev gamma. 
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Discussion 

Overview: . 
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Using the results of the coincidence 

experiment, and the results of 

Hussein's 141pr (d,p) experiment 

we attempt to justify placing 

three new nuclear levels in 

l42pr at 89.739(.006) Kev, 

358.11(.10) Kev, and 910.97(.30) 

Kev • We consider the implications 

of the intensity variations of the 

gamma transitions from these 

three levels to determine possible 

spin assignments. We also find 

that a gamma of energy 294.48(.10) 

key seen in 139La(~,n) can be 

explained as a transition from 

the suggested level at 3j8 kev to 

tne level at 63.7 Kev. The branching 

ratio of the 294.48 Kev gamma in 

139La (q,n) yields the same component 

of the 1T 2d
t

5/ 2 Y 2f,/ /2 in the Ie veol 

at 90 key as does Hussein's (d,p) work. 
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DISCUSSI01~ 

The simplest ordering of the three coincident 

gamma rays, 86.10,268.37, and 552.86 Kev, is a direct 

cascade. If this is assumed it remains to determine the 

location of this cascade in the nucleus. A pivotal experiment 

in placing these transitions was performed by Hussein. 

Using 10 mev protons in 141pr (d,p) he reported a weak 

level of intensity 1.8(.8) ( relative intensity out of 

100 ) existing at 90 ~ 1.2 Kev.~Kern et el. did not find the 

levels of spins 0-,7-,1-,6-. Since we do not expect the 

spins 0 and 7- states to be p~pulated in (d,p), this new 

level presumably is the spin 1- or 6- state. If this 

90 key level were the ~issing 1 state we should expect it 

to preferentially decay to the 2 ground state. Now, a gamma 

of energy 93.86(.10) is seen in 139La (d,n) at 16.5 mev, but 

it is not seen in 141pr (n,(), or in 142Ce (p,n) at 7 mev 

proton energy. In view of the fact that the capturing state 

in (n,t) is 2+ or 3+ , we should expect that high energy 

El transitions would populate this hypothesized 1- state 

fairly strongly. Moreover, a gamma of energy 93.0 Kev is 

seen in the target activity after (~,n). In view of the 

foregoing facts, it appears unliKely that the level at 

90 kev observed by Hussein is the 1 state. Thus, we are 

left with a possible spin assignment of 6-. If this state 

did have spin 6 , we could eXDect it to preferentially 

decay to the 5- isoceric state at 3.7 kev. Indeed, if one 

adds the energy of the 86.10(.10) Kev gamma to the energy 

of the 3.6b3 Kev isomeric state, one obtains an energy 
89.78 key. Thus, we could account for the 86.10 kev gamma 
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as a transition between the state at 89./8(.10) Kev and the 

3.7 Kev isomeric state. 

If we then place the 268.37 kev transition directly 

above the 86.10 transition we obtain a level at 358.11(.10) 

key ( using Kern et al.s' more precise value 86.056(.003) 

Kev ). Since this level decays to the suggested 6- level 

at 89.739(.006) key , one could also expect the possibility 

of another transition to the remaining 6 level at 63.746 

Kev. In fact, this transition from 358.11(.10) to 63.75 key 

should be 294.36(.10) keY, and we see a gamma in (~,n) 

at 294.48(.10) key. Continuing in our assumption of a direct 

cascade, the 552.b6(.20) Kev gamma when added to the 

hypothetical state at 358 Kev yields a state at 910.97(.30) 

key. The suggested decay scheme for the three coincident 

gammas can be seen in Figure 13. In any event, it appears 

improbaole that the 553 Kev gamma is the bottom member of 

the triad because 

(a) no 553 Kev gamma is reported in (n,t) 
by Kern et al.(1968) 

(b) no 553 kev transition is observed using 

15 mev alpha particles in 139La (q,n), 

despite the presence of the 268 and b6 
Kev gammas. 

A study of relative gamma intensities as they change 

from one reaction to another can also yield information 

on the spins of nuclear states. If we compare the relative 

gaJIlJlla intensities in 141pr (n,o') with those in 139La (c< ,n), 

a significant increase in relative gamma intensities 

is noted if plotted as a function of the suin of the initial 

state from which the gamma ray emanates. Higher spins 

should be preferentially pODulated in (~,n) than in (n,¥). 
141 This is reasonable because the spin of _Pr.ground state 
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DEPENDENCY OF RELATIVE GAMMA INTENSITIES 

FROM 139Lo(a,n) TO 14l Pr (n,y) ON THE SPIN OF 

THE DECAYING STATE 

INITIAL SPIN 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

E ke \l 

84-97 

104·70 
176·92 
159-09 

68'76' 
54-50 
126·97 
140·97 

64·63 
124-69 

60·10 

3-1/ 3-0 = I 

9-6/7,6 = 1-3(38OJ.) 

1 '2/-84 = 1·4 (51%) 
22·7/21= 1·1 (39%) 
1-6/-31 = 5-1 (56 %) 

'80/1-3 = ·6 (50%) 
13·2 I 6-2 = 2·1(46%) 
17· 21 9-1 = 1·9{46CYo) 

17·2/2·1 = 8·2 (47%) 
4·4/·65= 6·8{47CYo) 

28·6/2·4- 1\'9(43%) 

'gOld x ray. from the detector obscure this ratio 
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Figure 12 

Variation of Gamma Ray Intensities as a Function of the 

Spin of the Decaying State. 
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is 5/2+, so the capturing state in 142pr is 2+ or 3+. 

Consequently these two spins can decay via high energy El 

transitions to states with spin 1-,2-,3-,4-. In order to 

get to states with spin 5 or larger, an intermediate 

transition between the capturing state and the high spin 

state is necessary •. On the other hand., in 139IJa (c:\ ,n) 
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the s~in of the 139La ground state is 7/2+, and the alpha 

particles can themselves bring in large orbital angular 

momentum because of their larger mass and momentum. 

In Taole 6 the dependency of It(q,n)/It(n,K) is ~abulated 

as a function of the spin of the decaying state. The 

transitions referred to in that table are those depicted in 

the level scheme proposed by Kern et ale ( Figure 3 ). 

Fig. 12 is the accompanying plot for Table 6. As will be 

seen in Figure 12, the points all lie on a smooth curve 

exceut for the point representing the relative increase of 

the 159.09(.10) Kev transition. According to Kern et al.s' 

scheme, the 159.09(.10) and 187.79(.10) Kev gammas both 

originate from spin 3 states. From the intensity ratios, 

it appears, however, that they should both originate from 

spin 5 states. This inconsistency is especially glaring 

for the 159.09 Kev gamma, since this transition is supposed 

to originate from the Ij6.9 Kev level. Consequently, the 

relative intensity of the 150.09 kev and 176.9 Kev gamma 

should be constant regardless of the reaction. In (n ~) 

the branching ratio according to Kern et al.(1968) is 

Ii(159.0Y)/I~(176.9) = 1.3/100(30%) = .013(30%) 

but in (~,n), this ratio is 

I,(159.09)/I t (176.9) = 1.6/22.7(4U%) = .069(40%) 

Kern et al. report a close doublet 159.11 and 159.33 kev. 
:Ve migh t suppose that the peak area VJe measured in (c\, n) 

results from two ga~~as, and that it is the 159.33 Kev 
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gamma which produces most of the intensity in the doublet. 

But, if this were the case, it should have been reflected in 

energy measurement of the doublet since the centroid 

should have been shifted to the high energy side of the 

peak. The 159.09 Kev transition might ,in fact, come from 

a high spin state then. Or, there might be another 159.09 

kev transition in 142pr which is not the one that Kern 

et al. place as originating from the 176.9 Kev level. We 

can not at this moment give a definite explanation for the 

anomalous intensity of the 159.09 Kev gamna in (~,n). 

For the 86.10 Kev,268.37 Kev, and 552.86 Kev gammas 

we note large increases in intensity. In fact, for 

86.10 Kev 

258.3'7 Kev 

552.86 Kev 

It(~,n)/I~(n,r) = 
IJ(~,n)/Io(n,() = 
I( (q ,n)/I, (n,X') = 

35(41%) 

107(4'7%) 

essentially 
infinite 

The intensity systematics suggest that all three gammas 

originate from states with spin greater than 6. 

By locating the second 6 state at 89.739 Kev 

one can account for the large relative increase in the 

86.10(.10) kev gamma. The 268.37 Kev gamma is not only in 

coincidence with the 86.10 Kev gamma, but also increases 

its relative intensity one hundred fold from (n,t) to 

(<<,n). It is suggestive then to assign the level at 

358.11(.10) Kev a spin of at least 7 to account for the 

large increase in the intensity of the 268.37 Kev gamma. 

We can assign the level at 35b.ll Kev as the hitherto 

missing spin 7 level, because other possible configurations 

are not seen this low in excitation energy(at least not 
. 14°1 ) B " th' 1 1 . 7- 1 1n a. y ass1gn1ng 1S eve a sp1n we can a so 

account for the 294.48(.10) Kev gamIfla seen in (ci,n) as 

the transition between the level at 358 Kev and the one 

at 64 Kev. The closest transition to 294.48 Kev seen in 
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(n,~) is 294.81 kev(.17)Kev, and Kern et al.(1968) believe 

this to be a transition between levels at 1041.9 and 705.6 

key. In their scheffie the 1041.9 kev level is assigned a 

spin (2,3)-, and from the intensities, if we taKe the 

294.48 and 294.31 Kev gam.rnas to be the sallie garruLas, then 

I (~,n)/I (n,~) = 16(51%). 

Such a large increase in intensity would suggest an initial 

_ spin of 6 at least. The ambiguity can be resolved if 

we assume that the 294.48 and 294.81 key gammas are,in fact, 

two separate transitions. If they were the same the 294.48 

kev gamma would be peculiar on two counts, namely 

(a) its intensity behaviour contradicts its 

assignment as a decay from a spin 2 or 3 

(b) it has the largest discrepancy in energy 

between the Kern et ale measurements in (n ,~) 

and our measurements in 16.5 lliev (q',n). 

The peaK that we see at 294.48 Kev in (~,n) is then a doublet, 

whose members are separated by (294.81-~94.36) ~ .45(.27) 

Kev. Since the total peaK intensity is known to be 11.2(lb%) 

(see Tacle 3 ) , if we let II = intensity of 294.36 galm~a, 

and 12 ~ intensity of 294.81 gamHla, then II + 12 = 11.2, and 

294 .361 1 + 294 .8112 

11.2 

=1 1 (294 .36 ) + I2(294~36+.45) 

11.2 
= 

= 294.48 

294.36 + I2(~45) 

11.2 

or 12 = 3 units of intensity. There is quite a large(24u~) 

error on this estlmate due to the uncertainties in the gamffia 

energies. Note tnat from the intensities in (n,t) in Table 

3, one should expect an intensity 12 no greater than 1 unit. 

in (<\.,n). 



Figure 13 

Suggested Positions of Three New Levels in 142pr 

at 89.739(.006)kev, 356.11(.10) kev, and 910.97(.30) 
kev 
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Other evidence f8r the existence of a level at 

358 kev C8mes fr8ID a 144Nd(d,~) experiment c8nuucted by 

Macphail. He observed several levels not seen by Kern et ale 

(1968), am8ng them a level at 358 ~ev and a level at 910 

Kev. Recall, that if we place the 552.86 Kev gamma ab8ve 

the 266.37 Kev gamma we 8btain a level at 910.97(.30) Kev. 

Unfortunately the tW0 levels must remain speculative at 

th t b f th 1 t . 144--d (d ) e momen ecause 8 e ow C8un rate 1n ~ ,~ 

. that Macphail enc8untered. 

Relative Level Populations in 1~'9La(c{,n) 16.5mev 

As mentioned previously, the 18w lying states can 

be described by the mixture 8f tW8 c8nfigurati8ns, namely 

l~l,Jm) 

J CC2,J;Y 
.. 

In 82d5/ 2 )! 2f7/2 

177 °lg'//2),' 2f7/2 

Kern et al.(1968) assume that transitions within a c8nfi~uratiJn 

are predominantly MI. The rationale behind this aSSUrrQti8n 

lies in the following: 

The transiti8n probability for emissi8n of a phot8n 

of energy "E tCl( of multip81arity f..p.. and type CJ'= E or Mis, 

81f () + 1) k 2 ). +1 

~ I ~"IYI2 Tif = 
~ ( (2A + 1) .! ! ) 2 t 

0' 
where 0f',u, is a _ tensor operat8r of electric or ma~netic 

type defined oy: 

electric multip81e operator: 

~ -1 
e.r.Y*(if:.) - ig .'('{k(A+l) (CJ(.x 

1 1 ~ /.. Sl 0 IV 

).)1. 
r. )'V'(rY* ). 
N1 }. 1 



magnetic multipole operator: 

- 2 

A +1 

). ~ 
gL L. ), V (r Y * ). 

t All. ~ 1. 
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By maKing rough estimates for the matrix elements ( Preston 

p.30~) one obtains 

4 I~>l ~ 
11 ~l i) 

A 
ZeR R is the nuclear radius 

A..l A (eb/2Mc)RX -1 

The second term in Q is usually neglected because its ratio 

to the co~tribution of the first term is on the order of 

Ei/MC2 , Where M is the nucleon mass. However, the second 

term contributes an amount 

kA(eh/2Mc)R
h 

to the matrix element. 

Again,following Preston, if llJ =0,1, and d 7T= +1, then the 

ratio of Ml to E2 is on the order of 

for 142pr 

M1/E2 -'V' (h/McR)4 (MC 2/Et) 2 

R = 7.3 fm, and for an energy Ey = 300Kev, 

M1/E2 rv 7 

An accurate analysis of the transition probabilities involves 

including the structures of the initial and final states. 

For example, although an M1 transition satisfies the condition 

that A J = 0,1, and Ll1T = +1, in the single particle 

modelAL = 0, that is, the particle in transit must retain 

its orbital angular momentum. Suppose we have initial and 

final states for which A J =0,1 and~ prf = 1. 

Abbreviating the notation we could write 



f~> ~.L l't/) 
E21 Ml 

~f roc, . 

+ t1.( \arz) 
E2 fl 
~-d (2) 
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Where the designations E2 and Ml mean that the initial and 

final states can be connected through their components 

11:'~" and 1"0 by E2 and Ml operators. For Ml transitions 

the matrix element 1f (1'.11 I fv will involve a sum of terms 

(over the 2J + 1 magnetic quantum numbers of the single 

particle state J ) of the form 

+ 

that is 

We have suggested that the level at 358 kev is the 7 

state described by 

171 :;: /lfOlg'7/2 y 2f7/~ 
This state decays via a 294 kev and a 268 kev transition to 

levels at 89.7 and 63.7 kev. Since the 268 kev transition 

is five times as intense as the 294 Kev transltion, the model 

we are considering suggests that the level at 89.7 Kev has 

a relatively large component of TTOlg'//2)J 2f7/2 configuration 

because the Ml transition is favored over an E2 transition 

since A L :::: o. We can determine the magnitudes 



of the two configurations present in the 89.7 Kev and 

63.7 key states by dividing the theoretical transition 

rates of the 294 Kev and 268 key gamma and comparing 

the ratio to the experimental ratio. 

Tif (294 ) It(294 ) e94 )3 (C3f6§.75 ) 2 = = 268 <?> d .7 Tif (268) Icr(268) 

= e94? (cI- fM-)2 • 
268 0( 63.'1 

If we taKe ( see Table 3 ) 1
1

(294 ) = 11.2(16%), 

then 

I r (2C)4) 

I~(268) 
:::: .20(28%). Then we have 

/J (89.7))~ .75,x .20(28%) 
(~ (63.7) 

= .15 (.04) 
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Or, if assume that the 204.48 key is a dJublet, the intensity 

of the 294.81 key gamma should be subtracted from the total 

intensity. In this case ( Ij(2~4.81) = 3 units of intensity) 

I v(294) 
o = .15(28%) 

It(268) 

And in this case 

('
ol (89.7))2. = .11(.03) 

0{ (63·7) 

Consider now then 141pr (d,p) data from Hussein. He sees 

the level at 89.7 key with a relative intensity 1.8(.8) 

out of 100. The total normalized cross section for two 

6- states is 27.1 . From this information one can again 

calculate the ratio of the coefficients discussed above. 

The result is 

1.8(.8) = .07 (.03) 
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Therefore, within experimental error the coefficients from 

the gamna rRy studies and the particle transfer study 

agree. 

If we are correct in believing that these low lying 

transitions are predominantly Ml, then the relative population 

of the several low lying states in the 139La(~,n) 
reaction at 16.5 mev can be determined. This information is 

tabulated in Table 7. 

The triad of coincident gamma rays in 142pr is 

nat unique to this nucleus. Macphail and Summers- Gilll:'eport 

h h . ·1 t .. d . 144p d t at t ey see Slml ar s rang COlnCl ences ln ill an 
146E t· 1 I 146~ th t ·t· f u respec lve y. n ~u e ranSl lons are rom 

levels 899.8 ~ 274.b~ 0 or 651.4 -4 274.b ~ O. V,or~ 

done by Macphail reveals a level at 842 Kev, and Macphail 

believes t~is to be the initial state of the low energy 

multi gawna cascade,however,he believes this level is ~he 

7- from the (lg7/2,2f
7

/ 2 ) multiplet. _ 

Neighboring odd Z, even N nuclei,e.g, 57La137, 

and l39pr , have 11/2- spin states at 1.004 mev and .822 

mev respectively. This could represent the Ihll/2 pr?~on 

Anticipating Ghat this orbital also exist in 14~Pr, 
offers the possibility of ather configurations besides the 

ones involving 2d5/ 2 and 197/2 • In fact, neighboring even 

Z odd N nuclei, for example, l43 Nd , ( which has a state 

at .742 mev and 9/2-) contain the Ih9/2 neutron orbital. 

Consequently , the excitations above 700 kev are possible 

mixtures of several configurations, plus coupling of the 

shell model states witn quadrupole phonons in the core. 

The level at 911 Kev is therefore, probably not as simple 

as the states below 358 key, but we should exoect that it 

has a large spin ( j) j ) since it decays to the 7- state 
at 358 kev. 



Table 7 

Relative Populations of The Low Lying Levels in 

142pr in the 16.5 mev 139La(,~,n) Reaction * 
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Spin Level(kev) Intensity 

6 

4· 

1 

6 

5 
4 

3 
2 

7 

63.75 169(23%) 

72.29 ,59(26%) 

84.99 9(20%) 

89.74 148(ii%) 

128.25 131 (34%) 

144.58 47(26%) 

176.85 47(35%) 

200.56 14 (1'l%) 

358.11 69(13%) 

910.97 21(25%) 

* Corrected for internal conversion assu~in6 ~l 

transi ti::ms. 
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Summary 

The independent quasi particle model for 142pr 

successfully describes the gross features of·the loW 

~ying excitations. The model predicts 14 spin states among 

the low lying levels. Twelve nuclear states bel~ 358 kev 

have been discovered, and three of the spin assignments 

made by Kern et al.(1968) have been corroborated by 

independent investigators. The other spin assignments by 

Kern et al. have yet to be confirmed. 
o 

o The two remaining states of the (~lg7/2Y 2f
7

/ 2 ) 

and (1f2d5/2~2f7/2) configurations, allegedly 

0- and 1-, have yet to be located. However, a comparison 
140 142 of the level structure of La and Pr suggests that the 

remaining two levels should be found above 358 kev. In 

140La the 1 state is at 467 Kev and the 0 is at 579 Kev. 

We should expect the O-and 1 to be roughly in the same 

energy region for 142pr . The success of the model and the 

similarity between the low lying level structures of 

140La and 142pr , encourages one to believe that nuclear 

structure studies provide a means by which we can gain 

information about the inter nucleon potential. 
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